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Abstract

The study of fusion first arose in the local theory of finite groups. Puig abstracted the
fusion data of a finite group to the notion of fusion system, an object that reflects local
data in more abstract algebraic settings, such as the block theory of finite groups.
Martino and Priddy conjectured that the algebraic data of a fusion system of a finite
group should have a topological interpretation, which result was proved by Oliver

using the notion of p-local finite group introduced by the team of Broto, Levi, and
Oliver. The study of fusion systems and p-local finite groups thus provides a bridge

between algebraic fields related to local group theory and algebraic topology.
In this thesis we generalize the notion of abstract fusion system to model the local

structure of a group action on a finite set. The resulting fusion action systems can be
seen as a generalization of the notion of abstract fusion system, though we describe
other possible interpretations as well. We also develop the notion of a p-local finite
group action, which allows for connections between fusion action system theory and
algebraic topology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Foundations

Let p be a prime. The goal of this thesis is to explore the p-local structure of finite

groups from both algebraic and topological perspectives.

The algebraic p-local structure of finite groups has long been a fruitful area of

research. For a finite group theorist, the term "p-local" roughly refers to the study

of how the p-subgroups of a finite group G are embedded in G, with particular em-

phasis given to understanding how the ambient group acts on its p-subgroups by

conjugation. Consequently, the p-local structure of a finite group is closely related to

an understanding of the normalizers and centralizers of its p-subgroups. The fusion

system of a finite group is an algebraic structure that encodes such p-local data for

all p-subgroups, together with their relations to one another.

As the p-local study of finite groups progressed, interest in related algebraic struc-

tures rose. A prime area of research was the structure of blocks of a finite group, the

indecomposable chunks of the representation theory associated to that group. A block

naturally gives rise to the sort of fusion structure previously associated only to actual

finite groups.1 As in any case where similar structures occur in different situations, a

natural question arises: Is it possible to study fusion data as an algebraic structure in

its own right, divorced not only from finite groups but also from blocks or other mo-

'Cf. [AB] for more details.



tivating examples? Could such an abstraction provide insight to the original sources

of fusion systems?

Puig provided the insight necessary to achieve this level of abstraction. In [Puil]2

he describes the notion of an abstract Frobenius category, an algebraic structure that

generalizes both the fusion systems of finite groups and blocks of finite groups to a

setting where no ambient algebraic object must be mentioned. Later authors, for

us most relevantly the team of Broto-Levi-Oliver, would use the term abstract fusion

system to describe essentially the same data, and make use of this level of abstraction.

As I learned this material first by reading [BLO2], I shall use the terminology of that

document, and we shall henceforth use the term "fusion system" to describe the new

algebraic object.

While all this work was going on mostly in the world of pure algebra and finite

group theory, it was clear that the study of fusion data in whatever form would have

deep implications for other mathematical fields, especially algebraic topology. The

connection to topology comes from the study of classifying spaces of finite groups.

These spaces can be thought of as topological versions of finite groups in that they

encode all the algebraic data of a group in the homotopy theory of a space.

The p-local study of spaces is another area of clearly worthwhile research; in this

document, the p-local study of spaces will be achieved by use of the Bousfield-Kan

p-completion functor. In particular, we have arrived at our notion of the topological

p-local study of finite groups: The examination of their p-completed classifying spaces.

So, given a finite group, there is both an algebraic and a topological notion of

what the "p-part" of this group looks like. To express the obvious question: What is

the relationship between these two?

Martino and Priddy conjectured [MP] that, properly understood, the algebraic

and topological parts of a finite group are the same. By this we mean that each

determines the other exactly, and so we might hope that the interplay of these two

disciplines would lead to a greater understanding of each.

2This is the earliest published work of Puig I have found that details the relevant notions, though
there is also an earlier unpublished manuscript that greatly influenced the development of the theory
of fusion systems.



Proving the Martino-Priddy conjecture turned out to be no easy task. Martino

and Priddy proved the "easy" direction-that topological information determines al-

gebraic information-using a result of Mislin [Mis], which in turn relies on the Sullivan

Conjecture proved by Miller [Mill, Mil2]. The "hard" part was ultimately proved by

Oliver [Olil, Oli2], using the insight of Puig concerning the nature of abstract fusion

systems [Puil], the machinery of Broto-Levi-Oliver [BLO2], and the Classification

Theorem of Finite Simple Groups (cf. 2 0 th century finite group theory). Both di-

rections of the proof rely on very deep mathematics, but when the dust had settled,

another strong connection between algebra and topology had been established.

And, like all good theorems, the proof of the Martino-Priddy conjecture ended up

raising more questions than it answered.

In order to prove that fusion data determine the p-completed homotopy type of

a finite group's classifying space, it was necessary to define a "classifying space" for

the fusion system itself. The search for such a construction led to the development

of the notion of a p-local finite group, which at its heart is an extra level of structure

associated to a fusion system that allows us to create an interesting topological space.

It was observed by Solomon [Sol] that there exists 2-local fusion data that, by

itself, is essentially indistinguishable from the 2-local fusion of a finite group and yet

cannot be realized by any finite group. His work preceded the development of the

notion of abstract fusion systems, and it ultimately turned out that he was describing

an example of an exotic fusion system. Since the discovery of Solomon's family of

exotic fusion systems, many others have been discovered for other primes, with the

aid of the Classification Theorem.

These exotic fusion systems are interesting in their own right as sort of p-shadows

of a nonexistent finite groups. Moreover, Broto-Levi-Oliver showed how to complete

even an abstract fusion system to a p-local finite group, allowing us to study their ho-

motopy theory.3 So we might ask ourselves the question: Given an arbitrary abstract

fusion system, is it possible to complete it to a p-local finite group? If so, can this

3 Indeed, the proof the Martino-Priddy conjecture can be seen as moving from ordinary fusion

systems to general abstract fusion systems in order to define their classifying spaces, and only then

specializing back to ordinary ones.



be done uniquely? Oliver showed that if the fusion system is not exotic, the answer

to both questions is yes, and for all exotic examples studied so far this seems to be

the case. The existence and uniqueness of a classifying space for a general abstract

fusion systems are two of biggest open questions in p-local finite group theory.

A secondary, but still extremely important, question concerns the desire for math-

ematical objects to play nicely with each other. For us, this means that we would like

p-local finite groups to form a category. Finite groups certainly form a category in a

natural way, and abstract fusion systems do as well. Unfortunately, when the data

needed to construct a classifying space is added, there seems to be no sensible way

of defining morphisms between p-local finite groups. This is true even if we restrict

attention to the ordinary fusion systems, which is if anything even more troublesome:

Any homomorphism of finite groups induces a map of their p-complete classifying

spaces, but at this point it seems impossible to realize these data while using the

intermediary of the p-local finite groups.

This background material is covered in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.2 Results

In this document we explore the question of what it means for a fusion system to

act on a finite set. Starting with a finite group acting on a finite set, what "p-local"

data can we extract? Can this be generalized to the notion of abstract fusion system

introduced by Puig? Can we relate this to topology by defining a p-local finite group

action?

The motivation for these questions comes from both the algebraic and topological

aspects of the study of fusion systems. Algebraically, the study of group actions was

an important stage in the understanding of finite groups. Indeed, historically the

notion of group was introduced in terms of symmetries of some mathematical object,

so perhaps we should look to fill in this gap of the development of fusion theory. On

the topological side, any group action gives rise to a covering space of the classifying

space of that group. Could an action of a p-local finite group on a finite set similarly



give rise to a sort of covering space theory, or at least a notion of stabilizer subsystem

whose classifying space plays an analogous role?

In our development, we give three levels of structure to the notion of "actions in

the fusion context." The first is actually just a condition that must be put on the

action of a p-group S on a finite set X. This condition is called F-stability or the

S-set X, and means that the S-action "respects the fusion data" in an appropriate

manner. This F-stability is a notion pleasing in its simplicity, and may well have

applications to questions about the stable homotopy theory of p-local finite groups,

but sadly it turns out to be too flabby to be useful in the unstable context we wish

to investigate. F-stable S-sets are the subject of Chapter 3.

The second level can be seen as starting with the notion of F-stability and then

adding structure relating the fusion system to the p-group action. The resulting

algebraic objects, named fusion action systems, are introduced in Chapter 4 and are

the central topic of study of this thesis. Fusion action systems may be interpreted in

several ways-as rigidifications of the concept of F-stability, as intermediaries between

fusion systems and transporter systems, even as extensions of a fusion system by a

finite group-but in all cases they play the role of a fusion system in a more general

context.

In particular, the standard notion of fusion system can be recovered as a special

case of a fusion action system acting on a one-point set. This observation begins

the project of using fusion action systems to study certain associated fusion systems,

tying our new notions back to their motivating origins. We go on to describe the core

or kernel of the fusion action and the stabilizer subsystems, which play roles analogous

to the kernel of a group action and the stabilizer subgroup of a point, respectively.

Chapter 5 concludes the content of this document with the third level of structure,

the one that allows us to study the topology of our fusion actions. We call these data

p-local finite group actions; the similarity with the term "p-local finite group" is not

accidental, as once again if the underlying p-group action is trivial we recover the

notion of [BLO2]. With this machinery set up, we are able to produce a fusion-

theoretic version of the Borel construction of a finite group action, as well as defining



the notion of a stabilizer subsystem and showing that it has the topological properties

we would expect of it. Interestingly, we shall see that a p-local finite group action

is not too different in its own structure from the corresponding p-local finite group,

and that in fact the key difference comes primarily from the extra data of a map to

a symmetric group.

Finally, Appendix A outlines a particular worldview that has greatly influenced the

course of my research: That the study of groupoids as algebraic objects in their own

right yields insight to the study of groups, and in particular we may view our fusion

action systems as "fusion systems with many objects" to gain a greater understanding

of fusion systems in their own right. While the content of the Appendix does not have

much of a direct effect on the rest of the thesis, it suggests a general "fusion theory

of finite groupoids" as an interesting future research direction.

We are still far away from such a radical generalization, so for the moment let

us consider simply the fusion theory of translation groupoids, which we shall now

describe.



Chapter 2

Fusion systems and p-local finite

groups

In this chapter we review the basics of the theory of fusion systems and related

concepts. We introduce the classical notion of the fusion system of a finite group and

Puig's abstraction of this idea, the transporter systems of Oliver-Ventura, and the

centric linking systems of Broto-Levi-Oliver. To motivate the difficult concept of a

p-local finite group, we give a brief discussion of the Martino-Priddy Conjecture and

its proof by Oliver.

Informing much of this chapter, and indeed the study of fusion systems in general,

is the perspective that sometimes it is useful to consider a small category as an

algebraic object in its own right: Not only can groups and rings be viewed as certain

categories with a single object, but the ability to consider multiple objects gives rise

to generalized notions that are difficult to describe without the language of categories.

Whether categories are thought of as algebraic objects or simply a framework in which

to discuss a mathematical system depends largely on one's point of view, and we will

definitely make use of both perspectives in the sequel.

Throughout this document let p be a prime, G a finite group, and S a finite

p-group, which will be thought of as a Sylow subgroup of G.



2.1 Groups as categories

2.1.1 Classifying category of a group

How can we view a group as a category? The most obvious, if somewhat unenlight-

ening, answer is simply to appeal to a definition of the notion of group: A category

with a single object and all of whose morphisms are invertible.

Definition 2.1.1. The classifying category of a group G is the category BG with

a single object * and where BG(*, *) = G as a set with composition defined by

the multiplication of G.1 Note that, in the terminology of Appendix A, BG is the

translation groupoid of the one-point G-set.

Let BG := |BG| denote the geometric realization of the nerve of BG, also known

as the classifying space of G.2

Let EG denote the groupoid whose objects are the elements of G and with precisely

one morphism between any two objects. There is a natural G-action on EG, which

gives rise to a free G-action on the contractible G-space EG := IGI. Thus we have

BG ~_ G\EG.

2.1.2 Transporter systems of finite groups

We are interested in the p-local structure of finite groups, so ideally our categorical

version of G should pick out such structure as part of its data. The first piece of p-data

one can associate to the finite group G is S, one of its Sylow subgroups. Moreover,

the content of Sylow's theorems asserts, roughly, that not only are all Sylows equal in

the eyes of G, but each contains all of G's p-structure. What this means will become

clear shortly.

'As we read group multiplication from left to right but morphism composition from right to
left, there are possible grounds for confusion here. Luckily, we will not actually encounter such a
problematic situation in this thesis.

2Throughout this document, we shall refer to taking the geometric realization of a category. This
is entirely a notational convenience, as every time we actually mean the geometric realization of the
nerve of the category.



Notation 2.1.2. For g E G, the homomorphism G -+ G : g' F-+ gg'g1 will be denoted

by c.. For H < G, denote by 9H the subgroup cg(H). If 9H < K, conjugation by g

defines a map H -+ K, which will also be denoted cg.

We are now ready for our second categorical description of a finite group.

Definition 2.1.3. Let G be a finite group and S E Syl,(G). The transporter system

on S relative to G is the category TG = Ts(G) whose objects are all subgroups P < S

and whose morphisms are given by

TG(P, Q) = NG(P, Q) := {g E G19P < Q}

NG(P, Q) is the transporter of P to Q in G.

This definition singles out a given Sylow subgroup and plays an important role

throughout this document. However, it contains too much information, especially

p'-data. In fact, TG can be easily seen to contain exactly the information of BG,

together with a choice of Sylow subgroup, by noting that TG(1) =, G.' Indeed, the

natural functor BG - TG sending * to 1 induces a homotopy inverse to the natural

functor TG -+ BG; in the world of topology, |BG ~ lTG.

2.1.3 Fusion systems of finite groups

One way of understanding the sense in which TG has too much information is to note

that there may be distinct elements element g, g' E G that conjugate P to Q but are

indistinguishable from the point of view of the conjugation action on P. In other

words, cgip = cgIIp or g-'g' E ZG(P). Let us suppose that the conjugation action is

the truly important p-local data, and define

Definition 2.1.4. For G a finite group and S E Syl,(G), the fusion system on S

relative to G is the category FG := FS(G) whose objects are all subgroups P < S

3 We here make note of our notational convention: Just as for a category C we denote by C(a, b)
the set of morphisms Homc (a, b), we shall write C(a) for the automorphism group of the object a.



and whose morphisms are given by

FG(P, Q) = HomG(P, Q) := (C E Inj(P, Q)|-3g E G s.t. Cp = cglp}

Note that we can also write FG(P, Q) = TG(P, Q)/ZG(P), so FG can be thought of

as a quotient of TG and we have a natural projection functor TG -+ FG.

Notation 2.1.5. We shall reserve so and @ for morphisms in a fusion system. 0

FG is another categorical version of the finite group G-a version that extracts

and focuses on the p-local fusion, or ambient conjugacy, data of the finite group. It

will be the basis of our study in this document.

Example 2.1.6. The most basic example of a Sylow inclusion S < G is the case that

the supergroup G is equal to S itself. We denote the resulting fusion system by Fs,

the minimal fusion system on S. Minimality in this case means that if H is any finite

group with S E Syl,(H) then Fs 9 Fs(H) = .FH. The importance of this minimal

example will become clear with the introduction of abstract fusion systems, starting

in Section 2.3.

Example 2.1.7. Consider D4 , the dihedral group on 4 points. This is a 2-group of order

8, which can be thought of as the group of symmetries of a square. The subgroup

lattice of nonidentity subgroups of D4 , together with D4-conjugacy relations denoted

by horizontal wavy lines, is given by Figure 2-1.

D4

P1  P2  P3

Q1 ~~Q2 Q3 Q4 ~ Q5O

P1, P3 ' Z/2 x Z/2 P2  Z/4 Qi Z/2 Q3 =Z(D4 )

Figure 2-1: Subgroup-conjugacy lattice of D 4



Every Sylow subgroup of E4 is isomorphic to D 4, so we may consider the diagram

of Figure 2-2, in which we record the isomorphism classes of objects of F4. Note in

D4

P1  P2  P3

Q1~ Q2 Q3 Q 4-4 Q

Figure 2-2: Fused 2-subgroups of E4

particular the additional E 4-conjugacy, or fusion4 , relation between Q3 = Z(D 4) and

both Q4 and Q5.
Of course, these subgroup-fusion lattices are just shadows of the structure of the

fusion systems FD4 and Y3: The fusion system records not only which subgroups

are fused, but how they are fused. Thus for every fusion relation, say Q3 Q4,

there is at least one explicit isomorphism CE 34 (Q3, Q4), given by conjugation by

some element of E4 .

Moreover, each subgroup R ; D 4 has an action by NE, (R), which factors through

the automorphism group FE4 (R). For example, the isomorphism considered above

O : Q3 2a Q4 can be realized as conjugation by an element of Ns4 (P3). Therefore 'p

extends to some ;E FE 4 (P). However, Q3 = Z(D4 ) is a characteristic subgroup of

D 4, so it is impossible that 'p could be extended all the way to an automorphism of

the entire Sylow D4. Equivalently, 'p cannot be written as conjugation by an element

of E4 that normalizes D4.

The last paragraph of Example 2.1.7 suggests that understanding of fusion systems

might be accomplished through understanding of the automorphism groups of the

subgroups of S. This is in fact the content of a weak form of Alperin's Fusion

Theorem.

4Cf. [Gor] or other group theory literature, where "fusion" originally referred to conjugacy in
the supergroup that was not realized in S itself. We do not draw this distinction, and by "fusion"
simply mean conjugacy either in S or some (possibly nonexistent) supergroup.



Definition 2.1.8. For a small (preferably finite) category C, a system of inclusions

is a subcategory I C C such that Ob(I) = Ob(C) and for any c, c' E Ob(C) there is

at most one morphism in I(c, c'). The category C is an Alperin category (relative to

I) if every morphism of C can be written as a composition of morphisms of I and

automorphisms of objects of C.

Every fusion system of a finite group naturally comes equipped with a system of

inclusions, namely the actual inclusions of the subgroup lattice.

Theorem 2.1.9 (Alperin's Fusion Theorem). For G a finite group and S c Syl,(G),

the fusion system FG is an Alperin category.

Proof. See [Alp] for a stronger version of this result. This result was strengthened

further in [Gol] to the Alperin-Goldschmidt fusion theorem, which described a par-

ticular class of subgroups that the fusion system. Finally, Puig showed in [Pui2] that

the class of groups identified by Goldschmidt is truly essential in order to generate

the fusion system and proved in [Puil] an abstract analogue of the Fusion Theorem

that makes no reference to the finite group G (see Section 2.3 for more information

on this point). El

2.1.4 Centric linking systems of finite groups

We've already seen in Definition 2.1.4 that the fusion system FG can be thought of

as the quotient of the transporter system TG obtained by killing the action of the

centralizer of the source. This quotienting process kills both p- and p'-information;

if we wish to study the p-local structure of G, perhaps we should seek a less brutal

quotient as an intermediary between TG and FG.

To find this intermediary category, technical considerations suggest that we re-

strict attention to a particular collection of subgroups of S. The reasons will become

clear in short order. Let us therefore introduce a seemingly ad hoc definition of the

class of subgroups that will be central in the following discussion:



Definition 2.1.10. A p-subgroup P of G is p-centric if Z(P) E Syl,(ZG(P)). Equiva-

lently, P is p-centric if there exists a (necessarily unique) p'-subgroup Z&(P) < ZG(P)

such that ZG(P) = Z(P) x ZG(P). 0

This is an appropriate place to introduce some notation from finite group theory:

Definition 2.1.11. Let G be a finite group.

" O,(G) is the largest normal p-subgroup of G.

" O,,(G) is the largest normal p'-subgroup of G.

* OP(G) is the smallest normal p-power index subgroup of G.

* OP'(G) is the smallest normal subgroup of G with p' index.

Each of these subgroups is characteristic in G.

Notation 2.1.12. We shall reserve the notation ZG(P) for OP(ZG(P)) in the case

that P is p-centric in G, in which case we also have ZG(P) = O,(ZG(P)). 

Notation 2.1.13. By T we mean the full subcategory of the transporter system TG

whose objects are the p-centric subgroups of S. We use similar notation to denote

full centric subcategories of fusion systems and other related categorical versions of

groups we'll encounter. K

We are now in the position to introduce our intermediary between TG and FG:

Definition 2.1.14. The centric linking system of a finite group G with Sylow S is

the category LG whose objects are the p-centric subgroups of S and whose morphisms

are the classes

Lc(P, Q) = NG(P, Q)/Z%(P)

The quotient functors T > LG - FG relate our three nontrivial notions of

G as a category and emphasize how some information is lost at each transition. We

shall make use of the relationship between these three players in the sequel.



2.2 Groups as spaces

The goal of this section is to describe how we can use the categorical versions of a

group G to construct topological spaces that will form the objects of our study.

2.2.1 Geometric realization

The classifying space functor B : 7ZP -+ TOP is the primary tool we use in this

document for studying groups in the context of algebraic topology. We have already

described B as the composition of B : QRP -+ CAT with the geometric realization

functor, which suggests that perhaps our alternate categorical versions of finite groups

should be viewed as topological spaces via geometric realization.

For the transporter system TG, this works: As ITG| ~_- BG, essentially all the

algebraic information of TG is realized topologically in this manner.5

However, simply taking the nerve of the fusion system FG will not yield an inter-

esting space: The object 1 is initial in FG, so IFGI is contractible.6 We will have to

be more clever about how we construct a topological space from a fusion system if

we are to arrive at anything interesting; this will be the focus of Subsection 2.2.2.

This brings us to the last of our categorical versions of G introduced in 2.1, the

centric linking system L'. The space |L'j should be related to BG in some way, but

as information is lost from the transition from transporter system to linking system

it is unreasonable to expect that |LE ~ BG.

Example 2.2.1. Let G be your favorite finite group, S E Syl,,(G), and H your favorite

finite p'-group. Then H is a p'-subgroup of ZGxH(S) so for any P < S we have

H ZGxH(P). We conclude LG ~ L&XH (actual isomorphism of categories). It

easily follows that the same result applies to fusion systems: FG = TGxH (equality

of categories).

5The problem is, roughly, that the transporter system has a "minimal" object that includes in
every other one. One can see that in such a situation, all the topological data we could hope to
extract from the transporter system is in some sense concentrated in the automorphisms of this
minimal object; this is a situation that is explored in greater depth in [OV].

6As fusion systems are naturally equipped with a collection of "inclusion morphisms"-honest
inclusions of subgroups in this case-this fact could be seen as a special case of the general reason
why |TG| ~ BG.



Since we construct the linking system by killing certain p'-primary data of the

transporter system, we should look for an operation on topological spaces that "iso-

lates p-information" in some appropriate sense.

Notation 2.2.2. Let (-) : TOP -+ TOP denote the Bousfield-Kan p-completion

functor of [BK]. There is a natural transformation j : idTop =' (-); for a space X,

let Tx : X -+ XA denote the resulting p-completion map.

We shall view (-), largely as a black box that isolates the p-primary data of a

space, at least in good cases:

Definition 2.2.3. A space X is p-complete if the p-completion mapqx : X - X is

a homotopy equivalence. X is p-good if XA is p-complete.

Proposition 2.2.4. (-) has the following important properties:

1. A map of spaces f : X -+ Y induces an isomorphism of mod-p cohomology if

and only if f : X^ -+ y^ is a homotopy equivalence.

2. If 7ri(X) is finite, X is p-good.

3. If S if a finite p-group, BS is p-complete.

4. If G is a finite group, 7r1 (BG^) G/OP(G), the largest p-group quotient of G.

5. For spaces X and Y, (X x y)^ ~ x y^.

6. If X is not p-good, neither is XA^ (or: p-bad is infinitely p-bad).

Proof. These results can be found in [BK]. LI

Remark 2.2.5. We could use the first point of Proposition 2.2.4 to restate the notion

p-good spaces as: X is p-good if the natural completion map 77x : X -+ X^ induces

a mod-p cohomology isomorphism. K

Notation 2.2.6. If the spaces X and Y satisfy the equivalent conditions of Point 2 of

Proposition 2.2.4, we say that X and Y are mod-p equivalent or homotopy equivalent

up to p-completion. In this case we write X ~-, Y. K



So, even though it is unreasonable to expect that |1CI is homotopy equivalent

to BG, it is conceivable that these spaces should be equivalent up to p-completion.

The following two theorems of [BLO1] describe the relationship of the centric linking

system of G to the space BG,^:

Theorem 2.2.7. For G a finite group, the natural functors BG : 6 T'C 'G

induce mod-p cohomology isomorphisms on realization. In particular, jCc| ~ BG .

Theorem 2.2.8 (Weak Martino-Priddy Conjecture). For finite groups G and H,

BG ~ BH A if and only if the categories L and C' are equivalent.

2.2.2 Classifying spaces of fusion systems

In this subsection we describe how to associate a topological space to the fusion

system JFG. In doing so we introduce formal machinery, some of which will not be

used until later in this document.

Homotopy colimits

The notion of a homotopy colimit of a functor into TOP is the "homotopically

correct"-or invariant-notion of colimit; cf. [BK] for more of the general theory

of homotopy colimits. For our purposes it is possible to chose an explicit model for

the homotopy colimit that has the advantage of being combinatorial, or even alge-

braic, in nature. We introduce this model effectively as the definition of the homotopy

colimit.

Definition 2.2.9. Let F be a functor from a small category C to CAT. The

Grothendieck category or Grothendieck construction of F is the category g := 9(F)

whose objects are pairs (c, o) where c E Ob(C) and o E Ob(F(c)). The morphism sets

are defined by

g((c, o), (c', o')) = {(a, y)Ia E C(c, c'), -y E F(c)(F(a)(o), o')

and with composition defined by (a', -y') o (a, -y) = (a'a, -y'F(-y)).



Remark 2.2.10. As giZP, g7ZPD, and SET are subcategories of CAT (where we

identify SET as the subcategory of categories with no nonidentity morphisms), it

makes sense to speak of the Grothendieck category for a functor whose target is any

of the three as well. K>

Example 2.2.11. Another variant of the Grothendieck construction is the following:

Let G and H be finite groups and f : H -* Aut(G) a group map. Then f induces a

functor Bf : BH -- B Aut(G), and we can form the Grothendieck construction 9(Bf)

in the obvious way. It is not hard to see from the definitions that 9(Bf) = B(G > f H),

so the Grothendieck construction can be viewed as a generalization of the semidirect

product of groups in this sense. 0

The following theorem of Thomason relates the Grothendieck construction to the

notion of homotopy colimit, and states that we can think of homotopy colimits as

realizations of certain categories:

Proposition 2.2.12. Let C be a small category and F : C -+ CAT a functor. Then

there is a homotopy equivalence

hocolimIF ~ (F)|
C

Proof. See [Tho]. L

While we will make repeated use of the homotopy colimit in its own right, we will

also need the following related construction:

Example 2.2.13 (Left homotopy Kan extensions). Let C and D be small categories

and consider the following diagram:

F

C _CAT TOP
F1F'I -

D

The left homotopy Kan extension of F over F' is a natural, homotopically invariant



functor L = LKanF'(F) : D -+ TOP associated to this picture, which has the

important property that hocolimD L ~ hocolimc F.

We can describe the values of L in terms of homotopy colimits of certain functors,

and our assumption that F factors through CAT allows us to describe L in terms of

the Grothendieck construction. On objects, L is given by

L(d) = hocolim F(c)
(c,a)E(F'Id)

where (F' I d) is the overcategory of F' over d E D. The objects of (F' I d) are pairs

(c, a), where c E Ob(C) and a E D(F'(c), d). A morphism from (c, a) to (c', a') is

-y E C(c, c') such that the following diagram commutes in D:

c F'(y)

C

d

A morphism 6 E D(d, d') defines a functor (F' t d) -+ (F' t d') given by

(c, a) i.- (c, 6a)

(c', a') i . - (c', 6a')

This allows us to describe the left homotopy Kan extension in purely categorical

terms, though it gets a bit messy. We shall see more of this in Chapter 5.

The orbit category of a fusion system

We have seen that the passage from transporter system to linking system loses some

p'-information, but not so much that the homotopy type of BG' cannot be recovered.

Following Martino and Priddy, let us conjecture an extension of this result, which at

first glance may seem unreasonable in its strength: No further topological information

is lost in the passage from linking system to fusion system. More explicitly,



Theorem 2.2.14. [Martino-Priddy Conjecture] The finite groups G and H have

homotopic p-completed classifying spaces if and only if the p-fusion data of G and H

are the same.

Proof. The "topology implies algebra" direction is given in [MP]. The "algebra im-

plies topology" direction was proved by Oliver in [Olil, Oli2], using the machinery of

[BLO2] and the Classification Theorem of Finite Simple Groups. O

That "the p-fusion data of G and H are the same" means that there is an iso-

morphism of fusion systems FG FH. The notion of isomorphism of fusion system

is much stronger than saying that these categories are equivalent, or even isomorphic

as categories: Such a notion would record only the shape of the fusion system as a

diagram without giving due deference to the structure of the objects of the fusion sys-

tem. Although we give the general notion of morphism of fusion system in Definition

2.3.7, we provide the special case here for completeness:

Definition 2.2.15. Let G and H be finite groups with respective Sylows S and T.

An isomorphism a : S -+ T is a fusion preserving isomorphism if for every P, Q S

and 3 E Hom(P, Q), 0 E HomG(P, Q) if and only if a/3ac1 E HomH(aP, aQ). In this

case the fusion systems FG and FH are isomorphic as fusion systems. O

So we claim that the data of the fusion system FG determine the p-completed

homotopy type of BG, which returns us to the question of how to associate a topo-

logical space to a fusion system. We have already seen that simply taking the nerve of

.FG yields nothing interesting. This should not be surprising, as taking the geometric

realization of the fusion system only records the shape of the category as a diagram

without taking into account the fact that it is a diagram in p-groups. This is not a

problem for either the transporter or linking systems of G, as for any P < S we have

P < NG(P) and therefore there is a natural way to identify P with a subgroup of its

automorphism group. Such is not the case for fusion systems, so we must try a little

harder to recover this information.

A first attempt to get an interesting space from FG would look as follows: We

wish to record that FG is a diagram in groups, so let us simply consider the space



hocolimyG BP. If this were the right space to consider in proving the Martino-Priddy

Conjecture, we should at the very least have BG -P hocolimFG BP. However, if

S is nonabelian, it turns out to be impossible that hocolimG BP should have this

property.7

Example 2.2.16. This is a heuristic argument for why hocolimrG BP does not have

the right p-completed homotopy type for use in the Martino-Priddy conjecture. The

natural map BS -+ BG induced by the inclusion S < G is Sylow, which is to say if

R is any p-group and we have a map BR -+ BG, there is a factorization

BS > BG

N,

BR

up to homotopy. If S is nonabelian, Inn(S) is nontrivial, and therefore S x Inn(S)

contains S as a proper subgroup. As a consequence of Example 2.2.11, we have

S x Inn(S) 5 Autg(B-)(S), and therefore there there is an obvious map of spaces

B(S x Inn(S)) -* g(B-)| that does not factor through BS.

The problem with this construction is that we are effectively double-counting

some elements of S. Any noncentral s E S defines both a morphism s E BS and a

nonidentity morphism c, E F(S); by simply taking the homotopy colimit of B- these

separate morphisms both contribute even though they come from the same element

of S. In other words, hocolimy B- is too big because the underlying Grothendieck

construction has too many arrows.

So let's kill the offending morphisms.

Definition 2.2.17. The orbit category8 of FG is the category OG ~ (FG) whose

71n fact, this is an "if and only if" statement, as can be inferred from the following discussion of
orbit categories and the fact that if S is abelian, -FG = OG-8This notion is not to be confused with the category of orbits of G, whose objects are the transitive
G-sets and where morphisms are maps of G-sets.. Although there is a relationship between these
two notions, we will not make use of the category of G-orbits in this document.



objects are the subgroups of S and whose morphisms are given by

OG(P, Q) = QVG(P, Q)

In other words, the hom-set from P to Q is the set orbits of the Q-action of FG(P, Q)

given by postcomposition by Cq.

Oc will denote the full subcategory of OG whose objects are the F-centric sub-

groups of S.

The functor B- : FG -+ TOP does not descend to a functor OG -+ TOP, but

because OG is defined by quotienting out inner automorphisms, it is easy to see that

there is a homotopy functor B- OG -+ hoTOP. If we could find a homotopy lifting

TOP

OG _ hoTOP
B-

we could consider hocolimoG B-, and relate this space to BG'. The following Propo-

sition explains this relationship.

Proposition 2.2.18. For G a finite group, consider the diagram

4C L

0C

where 7r is the composite of the natural quotients Lc -+ FB -> Oa and L is the left

homotopy Kan extension of the trivial functor * over r. Then L is a homotopy lifting

of B- : 0' -+ hoTOP, and in particular we have

hocolim L ~ hocolim* = I ~, BG
0C rc



Proof. [BLO2].

So far we have simply restated the original question of whether topological infor-

mation is lost on the transition from linking system to fusion system: If we have a

linking system in mind for FG, there is a homotopy lifting of B-, which allows us

to construct our desired space from the fusion system. But what if there is another

finite group H such that FG = FH and yet LG 4 LcH: Is it possible there are two

distinct homotopy liftings and thus two different spaces associated to FG? Or can

this never happen? How do we approach this problem?

2.3 Abstraction as the answer

The basic problem introduced at the end of Section 2.2.2 is the need to think of fusion

and linking systems as algebraic objects distinct from the finite groups from which

they came. The work of Alperin-Brou6 gives further evidence that such a program

should be undertaken: A consequence of their paper [AB] is that a block of a finite

group gives rise to a fusion system on the defect group of that block. We shall not go

into further detail as to exactly what this means beyond the observation that there

may be a notion of "fusion system" that is somehow more general than that of "finite

group."

Puig provided the necessary insight and abstraction to codify this generalization. 9

This section introduces his idea of abstract fusion systems (or "Frobenius categories"

in the terminology of [Puil]), though we shall use the language of Broto-Levi-Oliver.

We also review the abstraction of the notion of centric linking system, due to [BLO2].

2.3.1 Fusion systems

Definition 2.3.1. Let S be a p-group. An abstract fusion system on S is a category

F whose objects are all subgroups P < S and whose morphisms are some collection of

9 Cf. [Puil] for a published version of his work, though an earlier unpublished manuscript was
very influential on the development of this subject.



injective group maps: F(P, Q) Q Inj (P, Q). We require that the following conditions

be satisfied:

" (S-conjugacy) The minimal fusion system Fs is a subcategory of F.

" (Divisibility) Every morphism of F factors as an isomorphism of groups fol-

lowed by an inclusion.

Composition of morphisms is composition of group maps.

This is a very simple definition. In fact, it is perhaps too simple to be useful: This

mimics the situation where S is a p-subgroup of some unnamed ambient group, but

not where S is a Sylow p-subgroup. There is a great deal of additional structure that

comes from such a Sylow inclusion; the question is how to codify these interesting data

without reference to an ambient group. This will lead to the addition of saturation

axioms that must be imposed on a fusion system.

Definition 2.3.2. We will need the following terms to state the saturation axioms:

" P < S is fully normalized in F if INs(P)I |Ns(Q)I for all Q er P.

" P < S is fully centralized in F if IZs(P)I I Zs(Q)I for all Q -. P.

" For any p E Isoy(P, Q), let N. Ns(P) denote the group

Nw = {nENs(P)|oocno _1 EAuts(Q))

= {n E Ns(P)13s E S s.t. Vp E P, p("p) = O(P)}

N. will sometimes be called the extender of p.

Remark 2.3.3. Perhaps some motivation for these concepts is in order. Each of these

definitions comes from the idea that there are certain "global" phenomena that can

be captured purely through local, fusion-theoretic data of a group. For instance, if

there is an ambient Sylow G giving rise to the fusion system, then P < S is fully

normalized in F if and only if Ns(P) E Sylp,(NG(P)), and similarly for the concept

of full centralization.



The motivation for the extender N. comes from Alperin's Fusion Theorem 2.1.9.

If we wish the the morphisms of a fusion system be generated by inclusions and

automorphisms of subgroups, there must be some way of extending certain morphisms

between different subgroups within the fusion system. The extender is the maximal

subgroup of Ns(P) to which we could hope to extend so E F(P, Q), so the question

becomes when we can achieve this maximal extension. We shall examine this point

in much greater detail and generality in Chapter 4.

Definition 2.3.4 (Saturation axioms for abstract fusion systems). The fusion

system F is saturated if

" Whenever P is fully F-normalized, P is fully F-centralized.

* Whenever P is fully F-normalized, Auts(P) E Syl, (F(P)).

" If Q is fully F-centralized and so E Isoy(P, Q), then there is some morphism

; E F (Nw, S) that extends sp: ;;r = sp.

The first two conditions will be referred to as the Sylow Axioms and the third the

Extension Axiom.

We next define morphisms of (saturated) fusion systems, so that they may form

a category:

Definition 2.3.5. For fusion systems (S,.F) and (S', F'), a group map a : S - S'

is fusion-preserving if there exists a functor F : F -- F' such that F, (P) = aP for

all P < S and the following diagram of groups commutes for all so E F(P, Q):

P aP



Remark 2.3.6. Note that there can be at most one functor Fa associated to a. In the

case that a is injective, the formula F0 (o) = acpa 1 gives the unique possible choice

for F.

The functor F0 is unique if it exists, so saying that a is fusion-preserving is a

condition on the group map and not extra data.

Definition 2.3.7. A morphism of fusion systems (S, F) -+ (S', F') is a fusion-

preserving morphism a : S -+ S'. The set of all such morphisms is denoted Hom(F, F'),

and in the case that (S, F) = (S', F') the resulting group of fusion preserving auto-

morphisms of S is written Aut(F).

Remark 2.3.8. Implicit in Definition 2.3.7 is the easy result that if a E Hom(F, F'),

a' C Hom(F', F"), and F0 , Fa, are the corresponding functors, then Fa1a = F",F" is

the functor that shows that a'a E Hom(F, F").

There is an easy way to check which automorphisms of the group S actually lie

in Aut(F). To express this, let us introduce a piece of terminology that is important

in its own right:

Definition 2.3.9. Given a p-group S, subgroups P, Q < R < S, and an injective

map - : R -+ S, the translation along y from P to Q is the map

t, I: Hom(P, Q) : Hom(yP, yQ)

In cases where there will be no confusion, we simply write t for t,.IQ

Proposition 2.3.10. Given a fusion system F on the p-group S and a E Aut(S),

a E Aut(F) if and only if t0 (F(P, Q)) = F(aP, aQ) for all P, Q K S.

Proof. We can write out the content of Remark 2.3.6 more explicitly as follows: If

there is a functor F, making (a, Fa) a morphism of F, for all o E F(P, Q) we must

have Fa(p) = aa- 1 = ta(o) E F(aP, aQ). Thus if a extends to a functor of F,



it follows that t0 (.F(P, Q)) C F(aP, aQ) for all P, Q < S. The fact that a is an

automorphism of S forces equality.

Conversely, if we have t0 (F(P, Q)) = F(aP, aQ), the assignment o - tap can

easily be seen to give the action of the desired F on morphisms. O

Example 2.3.11. F(S) G Aut(F). In other words, if sp c Aut(S) is a morphism

in F, W is actually fusion preserving. This follows immediately from Proposition

2.3.10 together with the Divisibility Axiom of fusion systems, which implies that the

restriction of a morphism in F to a subgroup also lies in F.

Moreover, it is easy to see that F(S) < Aut(F): If a E Aut(F) and W E F(S),

apa- = t0 (p) E F(S) again by Proposition 2.3.10. K>

Definition 2.3.12. The inner automorphism group of F is Inn(F) := F(S). The

outer automorphism group of F is the quotient Out(F) := Aut (F)/ Inn(F). O>

Let us expand our terminology slightly so as to relate fusion systems to actual

finite groups.

Definition 2.3.13. If (S, F) is a fusion system and G is a finite group, a morphism

a : S -+ G is fusion-preserving if for some (and hence any) T E Syl,(G) containing

a(S), we have that a: (S, F) -> (T, FT(G)) is a morphism of fusion systems. O

Lemma 2.3.14. Given a fusion system (S, F), a finite group G, and group map

a : S -> G, a is fusion-preserving if and only if for every s E F(P, Q) there is some

, E HomG(aP, aQ) such that a = ba : P -> aQ.

Proof. If a is fusion-preserving, the implication is clear. Conversely, note that 4 is

necessarily unique if it exists, and the composition of two such morphisms arising

from G also arises from G. Therefore the assignment sp '-4 @ gives a well-defined

functor F -- FT(G), as desired. 0

Notation 2.3.15. Except in cases where there may be confusion, we shall simply

write F for the pair (S, F). Indeed, we have already done so in this section. O



2.3.2 Transporter systems and linking systems

Definition 2.3.16 ([OV]). Let F be an abstract fusion system on S. An abstract

transporter system associated to F is a category T whose objects are some set of

subgroups P < S that is closed under F-conjugacy and overgroups, together with

functors

TsO b(T) (>-T *>

For any s E Ns(P, Q), set s = op,Q(s) E T(P, Q). Similarly, for any g E T(P, Q), set

co = lrpQ(g) E F(P, Q).

The following axioms apply:

(Al) On objects, J is the identity and 7r is the inclusion.

(A2) For any P E Ob(T), define

E(P) = ker [7rpp : T(P) -+ F(P)]

Then for any P, Q C Ob(T), the group E(P) acts right-freely and E(Q) acts

left-freely on T(P, Q). Moreover, the map 7rpQ : T(P, Q) --+ F(P, Q) is the

orbit map of the E(P)-action.

(B) The functor 6 is injective on morphisms, and for all s E Ns(P, Q) we have

cg = c, E F(P, Q).

(C) For all g E T(P, Q) and all p E P, the following diagram commutes in T:

P I 0 Q

Q-c'-)

Saturation axioms:

(I) 6s,s(S) E Sylp(T(S)).



(II) For all g E Isor(P, Q) and normal supergroups P > P and Q > Q such that

9 6PP ( 1 < 6Q,Q ( , there is a morphism j E T(P, U) that satisfies

o iP = I 1o g E T(P,U).

Notation 2.3.17. As was noted in the definition of transporter systems, for any

s E Ns(P, Q) we set

S| = 6 PQ(s) E T(P, Q)

and if the source and target are obvious from the context we shall simply write '.

Similarly, for any R < Ns(P) we denote by R < T(P) the group orp(R), again

writing simply R if there is no chance of confusion.

Remark 2.3.18. E(P) always contains 36,(Z(P)) by Axiom (B). As 6 is injective, we

identify Z(P) with its image in T(P). K>

We shall return to this point later, but for now say that P < S is F-centric if

Zs(Q) = Z(Q) for all Q that are F-conjugate to P. The collection of F-centric

subgroups is of central importance to the study of the homotopy theory of fusion

system:

Definition 2.3.19 (Linking systems as minimal transporter systems). Let F be a

saturated fusion system on S. A transporter system L associated to F is an abstract

centric linking system if:

* Ob(L) is the collection of F-centric subgroups of S.

" For every P C Ob(L), E(P) = Z(P).

Thus an abstract linking system can be thought of as a minimal transporter system

on the F-centric subgroups of S. K>

The following definition of centric linking system is (basically) the one given in

[BLO2]. It is less compact than Definition 2.3.19, but it will be easier to work with

in the sequel.



Definition 2.3.20. Let F be a (not necessarily saturated) fusion system on the finite

p-group S. An abstract centric linking system is a category L whose objects are the

F-centric subgroups P < S, together with two functors

TjC(S) >L 7r >Fe

that satisfy:

(A) On objects 6 is the identity and ir is the inclusion. 6 is injective on morphisms

and 7r is surjective on morphisms.

(B) Identifying Z(P) with a subgroup of L(P) via 6, the center Z(P) acts right-

freely on L(P, Q), and the map L(P, Q) -+ F(P, Q) is the orbit map of this

action.

(C) For all g E L(P, Q) and p E P, the following diagram commutes in L:

9
P _ >Q

Remark 2.3.21. There are two obvious differences between Definitions 2.3.19 and

2.3.20. The first and more trivial is that in Definition 2.3.20 we do not assume that

Z(Q) acts left-freely on L(P, Q), but this turns out to follow from the other axioms

and the result that every morphism in L is mono in the categorical sense.

The deeper difference lies in two extra Saturation Axioms of Definition 2.3.19 that

come from the original definition of transporter system, and which have no analogue

in 2.3.20. In [OV] it is shown that these definitions are equivalent so long as F is

centric-saturated (i.e., if F obeys the saturation axioms on the centric subgroups,

which by [BCG+] implies that it is in fact globally saturated).

In effect, Axioms (I) and (II) of Definition 2.3.16 deserve the name "Saturation

Axioms," as they imply the saturation of the underlying fusion system whenever they

are in effect.
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Chapter 3

-stable S-sets

What does it mean for a fusion system to act on a finite set? In this chapter we take

motivation from the ambient group case and consider the case of a G-set X restricted

to a Sylow p-subgroup S. In this view, an action of FG = Fs(G) on X is an S-set

that satisfies some additional, easily checked conditions. We describe how this notion

can be abstracted to an arbitrary saturated fusion system F, and record some of the

properties of these F-stable S-sets.

3.1 The ambient case

Let G be a finite group, S E Sylp(G), and X a finite left G-set.

Notation 3.1.1. We write GX whenever we wish to emphasize that X is a (left)

G-set. If o : H -- G is an arbitrary map of groups, denote by ' X the H set whose

action is given by twisting along o, so that h -x := o(h) -x. In particular, for H < G,

we denote by HX := GX the H-set X with action given by restriction from G. O

Let us examine what data of the G-action on X is seen by the fusion system

Fs. The most obvious piece of structure is the restricted S-set sX itself. It is clear,

however, that not every S-set can be realized as the restriction of a G-set, and there

are some obvious fusion-theoretic conditions which our sX must satisfy:

Notation 3.1.2. For any finite set X, let Ex be the group of permutations of X. A



G-set structure is the same as a group map p : G -> Ex. Let ps : S -+ Ex be the

restriction of p that gives the S-set structure of sX. For any H < G, let XH denote

the H-fixed points of X, and IXHI the order of this set.

Lemma 3.1.3. In the above situation:

(1) ps : S -* Ex is .FG-fusion-preserving (cf. Definition 2.3.13).

(2) For all g E G, s E S, and x E X, we have g - (s -x) = cg(s) - (g -x).

(3) For all H < G and g E G, we have HX -. 9X as H-sets.

(4) For any P < S and g E G, we have |XPI = \X'|.

Proof. For (1), if cg E FG(P, Q) a direct calculation shows that defining F,(<p) = cp(g)

gives the functor F, making p into a fusion-preserving map. Assertion (2) is obvious.

The isomorphism of (3) is given by p(g) : X -> X. Lastly, (4) is a basic fact of G-sets

that states that if H, K < G are G-conjugate, the orders of the fixed points of H and

K are equal. E

3.2 Definition of F-stability

Let S be finite p-group, F a (saturated) fusion system on S, and X a finite S-set via

the action map p: S -> Ex.

Notation 3.2.1. For an element s E S, let f, = p(s) E Ex be the permutation given

by left translation by s. For P < S, let P < Ex be the image of P under the action

map p.

We wish to impose conditions on X that will mimic its being the restriction of a

G-set, for G some imaginary ambient group that induces the fusion system F.

Definition 3.2.2. The S-set X is F-stable if p : F -+ Ex is fusion-preserving. K

Thus we have simply take then first result from Lemma 3.1.3 as the defining

property we wish to impose. The following result shows that we could just as easily

have taken any of the other points from that Lemma as our definition:



Proposition 3.2.3. For any S-set X, the following are equivalent:

(1) X is .F-stable.

(2) For all <p E F(P, Q), there is some o C Ex such that the following diagram

commutes:

P P - P

(3) For all <p E F(P, Q), there is an abstract isomorphism of P-sets pX e X.

(4) For all <p E F(P, Q), the orders of the fixed point sets are equal: |X| =X- |
Proof. (1) - (2): This is just an application of Proposition 2.3.14.

(2) < (3): We can restate Assertion (3) to say that there exists a o E Ex that

intertwines <p. This means that for all p E P and x E X, we have o-(p-x) = ep(p)-o-(x).

Using our notational convention of setting p(p) = fp, this easily becomes the function

equation p o <p = c, o p, and the equivalence is proved.

(3) = (4): Given <p E F(P, Q) and o intertwining <p, by definition o gives an

isomorphism of P-sets pX 2 NX. In particular, pXP| =

Now, suppose that rp E F(P, Q) is an isomorphism; we claim that 'XP = QXQ.

If x E 'XP, then for all p E P, x = <p(p) - x, and as p ranges over P, <p(p) ranges

over Q, so x E QXQ. Performing the same calculation with <p- yields the reverse

inclusion.

Finally, the trivial observation that |X'1 = |pXP| and |XQ| = |QXQj combines

with the previous two paragraphs to give the desired implication.

(4) => (3): The statements

*X - 'X for all <p E F(PQ)

S|PXR| -- |XR for all R < P

are equivalent by the standard theory of G-sets, see for example [tD]. By assumption

we have |XR| = XVRJ , and the same argument in the second paragraph of (3) =- (4)

shows that RXWoR -- XR. The result follows. 0



3.3 Basic results

In Section 3.2 we defined F-stability, one of the fundamental concepts of this doc-

ument. It was a very simple definition-too simple, it turns out, for our ultimate

purpose. In this section we explore a few basic properties of this notion.

Example 3.3.1. The trivial S-set * and the free S-set S are F-stable for any fusion

system F on S.

Proposition 3.3.2. For F-stable S-sets X and Y, the disjoint union X II Y and

cartesian product X x Y are F-stable.

Proof. By (4) of Proposition 3.2.3, it suffices to check that the orders of the fixed-point

sets of P and Q are equal for P 2 Q. The fact that |(X II Y)PI = IX I + Y'l and

(X x Y)P = I XPIYP 1, together with the assumptions that X and Y are F-stable,

then finish the proof. 0

Definition 3.3.3. The F-stable S-set X is F-simple (or just simple) if it contains

no nontrivial proper F-stable S-sets.

The following proposition shows that the notions of irreducibility and indecom-

posibility are identical for F-stable S-sets, which justifies both conditions' being

named "simplicity."

Proposition 3.3.4. The F-stable S-set X is simple if and only if X cannot be written

as Y II Z for nonempty F-stable S-sets Y and Z.

Proof. This follows from the more general result that if X and Y C X are F-stable,

then X\Y is as well. This follows immediately from point (4) of Proposition 3.2.3. O

The following definition will be of great importance in later chapters:

Definition 3.3.5. The core of X is the largest subgroup K < S that acts trivially

on X. In other words, K is the kernel of the action map p: S -+ Ex. 0

Definition 3.3.6. A subgroup P < S is strongly closed in F if for all p E P and

< E F, we have <p(p) < P so long as this makes sense.



Proposition 3.3.7. The core of an F-stable S-set X is strongly closed in F.

Proof. As X is F-stable, IXPl = iXQ| for any F-conjugate subgroups P and Q. Let

k E K be an element that acts trivially on X, so that IX(k)I = lXi. If (, E F is any

morphism for which co(k) is defined, we must then have |X('p(k))I = lXi, or <,(k) E K,

which is the condition for K being strongly F-closed. L

Point (4) of Proposition 3.2.3 means that it is is not difficult to find examples

of F-stable S-sets; we will use this repeatedly in Section 3.4. Before examining the

abstract case, note that we already have a large supply of examples that arise from

actual finite groups:

Lemma 3.3.8. If F = FG for some finite group G and X is a finite G-set, then sX

is F-stable.1

Proof. Compare Lemma 3.1.3 with the definition of F-stability or Proposition 3.2.3.

Notation 3.3.9. For P < S, let [P] denote the S-set S/P, up to isomorphism. Thus

[P] ~ [P'] if and only if P us P'.

Example 3.3.10. Consider again the case of D 4 E Syl2 (E4) introduced in Exam-

ple 2.1.7. We reproduce Figure 2-2 here as Figure 3-1 to show the 2-fusion relations of

E4. Recall that P1, P3 Z Z/2 x Z/2 and P2 Z Z/4, while each of the Qj is isomorphic

to Z/2.

D4

P1 P2  P3

Q1~~Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Figure 3-1: Fusion of E4 at 2

'Note that we do not even need to require that S E Syl,(G) here.



We have explicitly computed the restrictions of transitive E4-sets to D 4 and listed

the results in Figure 3-2. Further calculations show that in fact every FE4 -stable

D4-set is a linear combination of the restrictions in this table, leading us to to the

line of inquiry of Section 3.4.

E4 - set [1] [Q1] [Q3] [I] [P2]
Restriction 3[1] [Q1] + [1] [Q3] + 2[Q4] [P1] + [Q4] [P2] + [Q4]
E4 - set [P3] [S] [Z/3] [E3] [A4]
Restriction 3[P 3] [S] + [P3] [1] [Qi] [P3]

Figure 3-2: Restrictions of transitive E4-sets to D4

3.4 The Burnside ring of a fusion system

Definition 3.4.1. Recall that the Burnside ring of the finite group S, denoted A(S)

is the group completion of the additive monoid of finite S-sets. The cartesian product

of S-sets gives A(S) the structure of a unital ring.

Proposition 3.3.2 states that that the subset of A(S) consisting of isomorphism

classes of F-stable S-sets is closed under addition and multiplication, while the proof

of 3.3.4 shows that it is closed under subtraction. Example 3.3.1 shows that both the

zero element (the class of the empty S-set) and the multiplicative identity (the class

of the one-point S-set) of A(S) are F-stable, so the F-stable classes form a unital

subring of A(S). Denote this subring by A(F), the Burnside ring of F. K

Notation 3.4.2. By Lemma 3.3.8, if F = FG then the subring of A(S) consisting of

the restrictions of classes of G-sets is actually a subring of A(F). Denote this subring

res GA(G), or just res A(G).

Example 3.4.3. As noted at the end of Example 3.3.10, it is easy to calculate that an

additive basis for res A(E 4 ) is given by

{[1], [Qi], [Q3] + 2[Q4], [P1] + [Q4], [P2] + [Q4], [P3], [S]}



By direct calculation we see that in fact res A(E) = A(Fr4 ). This is not true in

general, but could be a question to examine in the future.

3.4.1 Example: The case of an abelian p-group

The goal of this section is to understand the Burnside ring A(F) in the special case

that the underlying p-group S is abelian. We derive some results about F-stable S-

sets for abelian S and note that these will in fact hold more generally, as will become

apparent from the proofs. The main idea is that we can study F-stable S-sets by

understanding their fixed points and using Point (4) of Proposition 3.2.3.

The first few results do not require any conditions on S. Let S be a general p-

group until otherwise noted, F a saturated fusion system on S, and X an F-stable

S-set.

If we wish to understand |XQ| for Q < S, it will be helpful to first decompose X

as a disjoint union of S-orbits, so that we can examine (S/P)Q one at a time.

Lemma 3.4.4. There is a bijection of finite sets [P]Q & P\NG(Q, P)-

Proof. Recall that Ns(Q, P), the transporter from Q to P in S, is the set of s E S

such that SQ < P. Since P normalizes itself, as does Q, we have a free left action

of P and a free right action of Q on Ns(Q, P). The claim is that there is a bijective

correspondence between Q-fixed points [P]Q and P-orbits P\Ns(Q, P).

Suppose that sP E [P]Q, so that for all q E Q we have qsP = sP, or s-lqs E P.

Thus s-1 E Ns(Q, P), and conversely if s E Ns(Q, P) the same calculation shows

that s-1 P E [P]Q. We have just seen the set-map Ns(Q, P) -> [P]Q given by sending

s i-* s'1P is surjective. It is clear that two elements of Ns(Q, P) have the same image

if and only if one is a left P-translate of the other, so the result is proved.2  L

Remark 3.4.5. Note in particular that Lemma 3.4.4 implies that [P]Q # 0 if and only

if Q s P.

2 An equivalent proof would be to note that there is a natural bijection [P]Q with the set
HomG([Q], [P]) of G-maps of orbits. A calculation similar to that given here then shows that
we can identify HomG([Q], [P]) with P\NG(Q, P).



At this point we specialize to the case that S is abelian.

Observation 3.4.6. Note that in this case, transporter sets are particularly simple, as

Ns(Q, P) = S if Q < P and is empty otherwise.

While this observation certainly makes life easier for us in the abelian case, it

turns out to not be nearly as important a fact as the following:

Proposition 3.4.7. If F is a saturated fusion system on the abelian group S, then

F is generated by the inclusions of subgroups and F(S).

Proof. This is an easy consequence of the extension axiom of saturation: For any

W E F(P, Q) it follows immediately from the definition that N. = S, so p can be

written as a restriction of an F-automorphism of S. 0

Our list of examples of F-stable S-sets currently consists of just the trivial and

free S-sets. We can now add several more examples:

Definition 3.4.8. A subgroup P < S is weakly closed in F if whenever P < R and

p E F(R, S) we have WP = P.

Note that being strongly closed (cf. 3.3.6) implies that P is weakly closed.

Proposition 3.4.9. If P < S is weakly closed, then [P] is F-stable.

Proof. By (4) of Proposition 3.2.3, it suffices to show that |[P]|Q =

Q < S and y E F(Q, S). By Lemma 3.4.4 and Observation 3.4.6:

|[P]QJ for any

[PQ {[P: S]
0

ifQ< P

else
and [PPQ~{ [P:S]

0

By Proposition 3.4.7, we may assume without loss of generality that

all of S, and in particular is defined on P. Thus pQ < P if and only if

because P is weakly closed in F. The result follows.

p is defined on

Q < (-ip = P
Q ~ 1 P=

To state the main result of this section, we introduce the following terminology:

ify'Q< P

else



Notation 3.4.10. For P < S, let Pi = P, P2 , , Pn denote the distinct F-conjugates

of P. We denote by [P]r the disjoint union of the S-orbits UJ" [Pi]. K

Then, with slight modifications, Proposition 3.4.9 applies more generally:

Proposition 3.4.11. For any subgroup P < S, the S-set [P]F is F-stable.

Proof. Just as in the proof of Proposition 3.4.9, we must show that for any Q S

and o E F(S) (here using again that all morphisms of F are restrictions of elements

of F(S)) we have [P]Q = [P]w? . Decomposing [P]r into S-orbits, this becomes

n n

S6Q PJP : S] ? 6WQ5pi[P:S]
i=1 i=1

where SQ<P, is 1 for Q P and 0 otherwise. But pQ P if and only if Q o-lPi,

and o-1 permutes the P, so the right hand side of the equation is simply a reordering

of the left. Thus [P]r is F-stable. O

We are almost ready to prove that the [P]F, as P ranges over the F-conjugacy

classes of subgroups of S, forms an additive basis for A(F). First, we record a basic

fact that does not depend on the group S's being abelian:

Notation 3.4.12. Recall that for any x E X, the S-stablizer of x, denoted Sx, is the

maximal subgroup of S that fixed x.

Lemma 3.4.13. For any point x E X, subgroup P < Sx, and morphism so E F(P, S),

there is some x' E X such that soP < S.,.

Proof. If x E XP we have IXPI > 1, so Proposition 3.2.3 implies |xWpI > 1. El

Proposition 3.4.14. If X is an arbitrary F-stable S-set there exist (unique up to

F-conjugacy) subgroups R 1, R 2 , ... , R < S such that X = }J{[JRi].r.

Proof. The argument goes by induction on the order of X, being obvious in the case

that X is empty. For a general F-stable S-set, pick x E X such that the order of the



stabilizer of x is maximal: ISxI > IS,I for all x' E X. Set R = Sx; the claim is then

that [R]F C X.

By 3.4.13, for each F-conjugate of R, say RI = piR, there is some xi such that

Ri < Sx,. By assumption that |RI ;> ISx,, we must actually have equality. Thus the

sub S-set spanned by the {xi} is isomorphic to [R]r. The proof of 3.3.4 shows that

Y = X\[R].F is again F-stable, so we may apply the inductive hypothesis. O

Corollary 3.4.15. As a Z-module, the rank of A(F) is equal to the number of F-

conjugacy classes of subgroups of S.

Remark 3.4.16. As hinted above, we have actually proved more than we set out

to: The important part of the calculation of a basis for A(F) was not that the

underlying p-group S was abelian, but that F is generated by F(S). Indeed, whenever

F = Nt(S) the proof of 3.4.14 carries through to give the same description of the

basis of A(F), with the sole modification that we must now define [P]F to sum over

representatives of the S-conjugacy classes of the F-conjugacy class of P.3

3Cf. [Lin] for further details on normalizer subsystems. We shall not make use of the concept
of normalizer subsystems or normal subgroups of fusion systems in this document, so we omit this
part of the background.



Chapter 4

Fusion action systems

The notion of F-stability of S-sets is, it turns out, too flabby for us to work with

unstably. The problem can be seen most clearly when asking the simple question:

What are the morphisms of F-stable S-sets? As F-stability is just a condition and

not additional structure, the most reasonable answer seems to be that morphisms

of F-stable S-sets are morphisms of the underlying S-sets. This cannot be "right,"

however, as considering the case that S E Syl,(G) and X a G-set will quickly show:

An S-equivariant permutation of X need not be G-equivariant.

The problem stems from Part (3) of Proposition 3.2.3: For any F-stable S-set X

and <p E F(P, Q), the P-sets pX and 'X are abstractly isomorphic, but we do not

identify by which isomorphism. These choices of isomorphisms form an extra level of

structure, of which we will make great use in the sequel. We call the totality of this

structure a fusion action system.

4.1 The ambient case

Let us look again and more closely at the p-local data of a finite group acting on a

finite set. Let G be a finite group, X a G-set, and S E Syl,(G). Recall the shorthand

FG = Fs(G) and Fs = Fs(S).

Definition 4.1.1. The fusion action system on S relative to the G-action on X is the

category XG := XS(G) whose objects are the subgroups P < S and whose morphisms



are given by

XG(P,Q) = {,-)|Bg E G s.t. (p=cjp and o-=f : PX - lX}.

Composition is defined coordinatewise.

Example 4.1.2. The restriction of the G-action to S defines a fusion action system

Xs. This is a minimal fusion action system, in that for all H containing S as a Sylow

subgroup and acting on X with a given restricted S-action, Xs C XH. Compare to

to the situation Fs C FH for all Sylow supergroups H of S. 0

Remark 4.1.3. The fusion action system XG has an underlying fusion system on S,

obtained by simply ignoring the second coordinates of the morphisms of XG. This is of

course just FG. If we ignore the first coordinates of XG, we obtain another interesting

algebraic structure, which turns out to be, effectively, a transporter system on a

quotient of S.

The G-action on X is determined by a group map p: G -+ Ex. Denote by H the

image of a subgroup H < G in Ex. Then S < Syl,(G), and we can talk about the

transporter system on S relative to this inclusion, T: Ts(G). Then the functor

XG -+ T? given on objects by P -+ P and on morphisms by projection onto the

second factor is surjective, in the sense that any morphism of T? lies in the image of

a morphism of XG- 0

Thus the fusion action system XG comes naturally equipped with natural surjec-

tive functors FG -F XG X - T?7 that relate XG to two reasonably well understood

algebraic objects. We shall investigate the structure of the fusion action system in

terms of this pair of a fusion system and a transporter system. In particular, we

shall see that the various automorphism groups of these categories can be described

in terms of certain subgroups of S and G.

It turns out that working with the functor rT : XG --+ is not most convenient

for our purposes. Instead, we will simply consider the projections onto the second

coordinate directly.



Definition 4.1.4. For any pair of subgroups P, Q S, let 7rx : XG(P, Q) -+ Ex be

the set-map projection onto the second coordinate. When P = Q, the set-map r, is

a homomorphism of groups. In this case let EG(P) be the image of XG(P) under 7E

and ES the image of Xs under irs.

In general, the notation will not record the source P or target Q.

To emphasize the connection with fusion systems, we introduce the following

notation:

Notation 4.1.5. We will denote by AutG(P; X) the group XG(P). This group is a

simultaneous generalization of AutG(P) = FG(P) and of the group AutG(X) of G-set

automorphisms of X. Similarly define Auts(P; X).

There are several groups of automorphisms that arise from inspection of the cat-

egory XG, two of which are AutG(P; X) and Auts(P; X). We need some notation to

introduce the others.

Notation 4.1.6. Let K be the core, or kernel, of the G action on X. We define the

X-normalizer and X-centralizer in G of a subgroup H < G to be

NG(H; X) := NG(H) n K and ZG(H; X) := ZG(H) n K

Similarly, let K be the core of the S-action on sX, so K = K n S. The X--normalizer

and X-centralizer in S of P < S are then

Ns(P; X) := Ns(P) n K and Zs(P; X) := Zs(P) n K

Note that NG(H; X) is just another name for Nk(H). We use this notation to

emphasize the idea that G is acting simultaneously on its subgroups (by conjugation)

and on X (by left multiplication).

Definition 4.1.7. For any P < S, we have the inclusions of the groups ZG(P; X),

NG(P; X), ZG(P), and NG(P) as depicted in Figure 4-1. All of these inclusions are



normal, so we name to the respective quotients in that Figure as well. The term

G-automizers of P will refer to any of these quotient groups.

NG(P)

FG(P)

XG(P)

ZG(P)

ZG(P;

NG(P; X)

P) 0) G

X)

Figure 4-1: Naming the G-automizer groups

We can expand on the definitions of these G-automizers as follows:

= NG(P)/ZG(P;X)

= NG(P)/ZG(P)

= NG(P)/NG(P; X)

= NG(P; X)/ZG(P; X)

= ZG(P)/ZG(P; X)

= AutG(P;X)

f {y E Aut(P) I(,a) E XG(P)

= {E Ex I ,( 0-) E G(P)}

= {Ep E Aut(P)|(p,idx) E 3tG(P)}

= { Ex (idpo-) E XG(P)}

We also have the short exact sequences

1 > E3(P)o >-XG(P) > FG(P) > 1

1 > .FG(P)0 -- G(P) -'XE(P) 1

Clearly EG(P)0 can be identified with a subgroup of Autp(X) and FG(P)o with a

subgroup of FG(P). If p 6 FG(P)o, the identity map defines an isomorphism of

P-sets idx : pX 22 'X, or f, = E,() for all p E P. Thus yo(p) = p mod K, so we have

FG(P)o < ker (FG(P) -* F

'Here, we are using the fact that if K is an F-strongly closed subgroup of S, there is a natural
fusion system on G, denoted F, and a fusion-preserving functor FG -+ FU. As we shall not make
further use of this fact, we refer the reader to [Puil, Lin] for more details.

XG(P)

FG(P)

-FG(P)O



Relative to S we have the same relationships amongst the groups Zs(P; X),

Zs(P), Ns(P; X), and Ns(P). We also have the inclusions Zs(P; X) ZG(P; X),

etc. These data give rise to the rather more complicated diagram of Figure 4-2.

ZG(P)

Zs(P)

XG(P

(P)o )

ZG(

:Fs(P)

Zs(

NG(P)

NG(P;X)

XG(P)G

:FG(P)O:

P;X) Ns(P)

Ns(P; X)

X3s(P):

Fs(P)o

P; X)

Figure 4-2: Comparing S-automizers to G-automizers

This diagram allows us to relate the "minimal" automizer groups-those that arise

from the simultaneous S-action on its subgroups and X-with those that arise from

G. For certain subgroups P < S, there is a particularly nice relationship; to express

this, we will need the following terminology:
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Definition 4.1.8. Given the fusion action system XG and P < S, we say that

* P is fully normalized relative to G if Ns(P) E Syl, (NG(P))-

* P is fully centralized relative to G if Zs(P) E Syl, (ZG(P))-

" P is fully X-normalized relative to G if Ns(P; X) E Syl,, (NG(P; X)).

" P is fully X-centralized relative to G if Zs(P; X) E Syl, (ZG(P; X)).

The reference to G will be omitted if it is clear from the context. O

We can think of these definitions in the following manner: Instead of starting out

with a chosen Sylow subgroup S < G and a p-subgroup P < S, we want to investigate

the p-subgroup P on its own terms. For instance, to understand the p-part of NG(P)

we must pick a "right" Sylow of G: Such a Sylow must contain not just P, but also

a Sylow subgroup of NG(P). Saying that P is fully normalized means that we have

made this choice correctly within the G-conjugacy class of P inside S. Moreover, for

a fixed Sylow S, it is always possible to do so, in the following sense:

Proposition 4.1.9. For P < S, there is some g E G such that 9P < S is fully

normalized relative to G, or fully centralized relative to G, or fully X-normalized

relative to G, or fully X-centralized relative to G.

Proof. Sylow's theorems. L

We now use this terminology to describe the relationships between the groups

XG(P) and Auts(P; X), etc.:

Lemma 4.1.10. Fix XG and P K S.

(1) If P is fully normalized relative to G, then

* Auts(P) E Syl, (FG(P))

* Auts(P; X) E Syl, (XG(P))

E ES(P) E Syl, (EG(P))



and furthermore P is fully centralized, X-normalized, and X-centralized relative

to G.

(2) If P is fully X-normalized relative to G, then Fs(P)o E Sylp (.FG(P)o) and P

is fully X-centralized relative to G.

(3) If P is fully centralized relative to G, then Ei(P)0 E Sylv(Z (P)o) and P is

fully X-centralized relative to G.

Proof. All of the proofs are basically the same, so we just prove that if P is fully

normalized then Auts(P; X) E Syl, (XG(P)) and P is fully X-centralized.

We have XG(P) = NG(P)/ZG(P; X) and Auts(P; X) is the image in XG(P) of

Ns(P), which is by assumption Sylow in NG(P). The result then follows from the

general statement that the image of a Sylow is Sylow in the quotient.

To see that P is fully X-centralized, consider the digram

1 > ZG(P; X) > NG(P; X) >XGG(P) -- 14 4 Sylow Sylow
1 >~- Zs(P; X) > Ns(P; X) > Auts(P; X) : 1

where the unmarked inclusion is Sylow because the other two inclusions are. O

Lemma 4.1.10 tells us certain properties of Xs (G) that follow from a subgroup

P < S having the property that the normalizer, X-normalizer, or centralizer of S is

Sylow in the respective group of G. It gives no information, however, about the case

when P is fully X-centralized relative to G, which turns out to be very important

for understanding extensions of morphisms in the fusion action system. Recall that

if g E G is such that P < 5S, then g determines the morphism (cg, E4) E XG(P, NP)-

Definition 4.1.11. For P < S and g E G such that 9P < S, define

N(ce,) = {n E Ns(P)|3s E Ns(9P) s.t. (cgng,-1 7ng-1) = (cs, E,)} .

This is the extender of (cg, 4g) in the fusion action system.



Remark 4.1.12. Consider the following easy observations:

* P - Zs(P; X) N(c,,,) Ns(P).

* We can define an analogue of the notion of translation along morphisms, as in

Definition 2.3.9. Given g E G and P < S such that 9P < S, define

tc,,g) : XG(P) ~-+ XG(gP) : (p,0U) H-+ (cgpc~ 1, EgU- 1)

We could then define N(cg,eg) to be the subgroup of n E Ns(P) such that

(cEn)E t(Cgeg) (Auts(gP; X))

or even more confusingly, the preimage in Ns(P) of the preimage in XG(P) of

Auts(9P; X).2

" The extender N(c,en) is the largest subgroup of Ns(P) to which we could hope

to extend (cg, 4g). Here, extension of a morphism means that we would find a

g' E G such that 9'N(cg) S, 4,- = 4g, and cg, = cg on P,3 and in this case we

say that (c9 ,, Eg,) E XG (N(cg,e9 ), S) is an extension of (cg, 4g) E XG(P, S).

The reason why N(c,,,,g) is the domain of the largest possible extension is as

follows: Given such an extension defined by g', pick n E Ns(P). If 9'n < S,

then the fact that 9'p = 9p for all p E P implies that g'n(g')- 1 E Ns(9P). Thus

(Cg'cncy, EEnt') E Auts(gP; X), which is just to say that n E N(cg,eg)-

" If g' defines an extension of (cg, 4g) as above, then in fact the extension (c9,, 4',)
lives in XG (N(cg,,g), Ns(9P)).

The importance of P < S having the property that Zs(P; X) E Syl, (ZG(P; X))

is given by the following:

2 If we followed this line of discussion further, and with greater detail, we would arrive at a notion
similar to Puig's original definition of Frobenius categories in [Puil].

31n other words, g'ZG(P; X) = gZG(P; X).



Lemma 4.1.13. Let P < S and g E G be such that 9P < S is fully X-centralized in

G. Then there is a g' E G such that 9'N( e,t,) S and (c,,,f,)| = (cg, eg). In other

words, g' defines an extension of (cg, 4.) to a morphism in XG (N(c,,,), )

Proof. If 9P is fully X-centralized, then

JNs(9P)J IZG(9P; X)J |Zs(9P; X)|
[Ns(9 P) : Ns(9 P) - ZG(9 P-X) |Ns(9P)I

= [Zs( 9P;X): ZG( 9P;X)]

is prime to p, so Ns( 9P) E Syl, (Ns(P) - ZG(9P; X)). From the definition of the

extender we have 9N(cg,,g) is a p-subgroup of Ns(9P) - ZG(9P; X), so we can choose

some z E ZG(9P; X) so that ZN(C) Ns( 9P). Then setting g' = zg gives the

desired extension (c,, g,). I

4.2 Abstract fusion actions of F on X

In this section we describe an abstraction of the fusion action systems of Section 4.1

without reference to an ambient group: We reproduce Puig's notion of abstract fusion

systems in the context of fusion action systems, but we still fix the underlying fusion

system F. Let us call the resulting fusion action system an abstract fusion action of

F on X.

Definition 4.2.1. For F a saturated fusion system on S and X an F-stable S-set,

let F>z be the category whose objects are the subgroups P < S and whose Hom-sets

are given by

F (P, Q) = {(P, o-)| E F(P, Q),- : pX X}.

There are natural functors Ts(S) 6 > Fx, F, each of which is the identity on

objects. On morphisms, 7ry is the projection onto the first factor, and 5 is defined by

oPQ : Ns(P, Q) -+ Fj(P, Q) is the map sending s to (ce, f,).

It is worth reemphasizing that the relationship between the coordinates of the

morphism (p, o) E FZ(P, Q) that follows from the condition on o:



Definition 4.2.2. For (o E Hom(P, Q) and o E Ex, we say that the pair (p, o) is

intertwined if for all p E P and x C X, we have o-(p -x) = so(p) - -(x). O

We have already seen certain subcategories of FrXj arise in the context of ambient

fusion action systems. In particular, for G acting on X with S E Syl,(G), we have

XS C G CF -

That Xs is a subcategory of XG is really reflecting the fact that there is a natural

functor J : T(S) -- XG. That XG C Fx is just to say that 1F, is the maximal world

of discourse for fusion action systems. Therefore, we are interested in identifying

those subcategories of FE which appropriately mimic the structure of XG.

Definition 4.2.3. An abstract action of the fusion system F on the F-stable S-set X

is a category X such that Xs g X C Ffx. We also require that the Divisibility Axiom

hold: Every morphism of X factors as an isomorphism followed by an inclusion. O

In X, the question of whether a morphism (so, o) E X(P, Q) is an isomorphism

is determined by whether V E F(P, Q) is. Also, by "inclusion" in X we mean the

morphism (tQ, idx) E X(P, Q), where oQ : P < Q is the inclusion of subgroups.

Remark 4.2.4. As defined, the abstract action X is associated to the fusion system

F, but this is not reflected in the notation. This foreshadows Section 4.3 and all that

follows, where we take the view that X determines F.

As in the case of abstract fusion systems, this definition captures the structure of

a p-subgroup S of G acting on X, but does not reflect the more interesting situation

that S is Sylow in G. We must therefore introduce saturation axioms. The following

is a list of definitions that will be needed to state the saturation axioms; many of

these are obvious and some are repeated from before, but all are included here for

ease of reference:

Definition 4.2.5. Let F be a saturated fusion system, X an F-stable S-set, and

P < S.

* P is fully normalized in F if INs(P)| > INs(Q)I for all Q -_ P.

" P is fully centralized in F if |Zs(P)| > |Zs(Q)| for all Q er P.



* P is fully X-normalized in F if INs(P; X)| Ns(Q : X)I for all Q 2r P.

* P is fully X-centralized in F if IZs(P; X)I Zs(Q : X)| for all Q er P. CO

If F = FG for some finite group G, it is well known (cf. [BLO2], Proposition 1.3)

that P is fully normalized in F if and only if P is fully normalized with respect to

G, and similarly for both definitions of full centralization. The following Proposition

shows that the same is true for the two new terms we have introduced:

Proposition 4.2.6. If the saturated fusion system F on S is realized by G, P < S

is fully X-normalized if and only if

Ns(P; X) E Sylp(NG(P; X))

Similarly, P is fully X-centralized if and only if

Zs(P; X) E Sylp(ZG(P; X))

Proof. We prove the result for X-normalizers and note that the same argument works

for X-centralizers.

The "if" implication is clear: if Ns(P; X) = S n NG(P; X) is Sylow in NG(P; X),

then INs(P; X)I > Ns(gP; X)| for all g E G such that 9P < S.

Suppose now that INs(P; X)| |Ns(gP; X)| for all g c G such that 9P < S. Pick

T E Sylp(NG(P; X)), and g E G such that T -P K 9S. Then we have P9 < S, and the

fact that Ngs(P; X) E Sylp(NG(P;X)) implies that Ns(Pg;X) E Sylp(NG(P;X))

(this uses the fact that the core of the action is normal in G). The assumption that

P is fully X-normalized now implies that the orders of the X-normalizers in S of

P and 9P = 9-'P are equal, which in turn forces Ns(P;X) E Sylp(NG(P;X)), as

desired. 0

The last ingredient we need to state the saturation axioms is some way of relating

.' to some more easily understood objects. Just as the fusion action system XG came

equipped with a functor to FG, projection onto the first coordinate of the morphisms



defines a surjective functor X -+ F. In the case of ordinary fusion action systems,

projection onto the second coordinate gave a surjection to a transporter system of a

certain finite group. Let us determine which transporter system we should map to,

without reference to an ambient G.

Definition 4.2.7. Let 6 denote the subgroup of Ex generated by all permutations

that appear in the second coordinate of some morphism of X.

Lemma 4.2.8. Projection onto the second coordinate identifies X(1) with 6.

Proof. As X(1) is already a group, it will suffice to show that if (P, o) E X(P, Q) then

(1, -) E X(1). As Xs C X we have that the inclusion morphism (ti, idx) E X(1, P),

and therefore we also have that the composite (t?, a-) = (p, a-) o (tv, idx) lies in

X(1, Q). Then the divisibility axiom for fusion actions forces (idi, a-) E X(1), and the

result is proved. L

As XS C X, it follows that S, the group of permutations of X induced by some

element of S, is a p-subgroup of 6. Let us ignore for moment the question of whether

this is a Sylow inclusion.

Notation 4.2.9. Let Te denote the transporter system on S relative to 6.

Recall that K denotes the core of the S-action on X.

Definition 4.2.10. Let IX be an abstract action of F on X and pick P < S.

" Let the functors F ,7' I, TS be the projections onto the first and second

coordinates of the morphisms of IX, respectively. On objects, rF is the identity

and 7rT is reduction mod K.

" Let rE denote any of the maps X(P, Q) -+ Ex obtained by projection onto the

second coordinate. As in the ambient case, if P = Q then 7rE is a group map.

* Let F(P)o := ker[7rT : X(P) -* Te(P)] denote the group of automorphisms of

P that are intertwined with idx in X(P).



* Let Ex(P) := E (P; X) = 7r: (X(P)) denote the group of permutations of X

that appear in the second coordinate of some morphism of X(P).

" Let E3x(P)o = ker [7ry : X(P) -- F(P)] denote the set of all permutations of X

that are intertwined with idp in X(P).

* For any isomorphism (W, a) E X(P, Q), define the group N(,,) Ns(P) to be

N(,,,) = {n E Ns(P)|(sOcn- 1 , o-no F) E Auts(P; X)}.

In other words, for each n in the extender N(,,,), there is some s E S such that

(Vcn0-1, o-fOo--1) = (cs, e8) E X(Q).

Similarly define Fs(P)o F(P)o, E(P) Ex(P), and E(P)o 5 Ex(P)o to be the

respective subgroups induced by elements of S.

We are now ready to state the saturation axioms for an abstract action of F on

X.

Definition 4.2.11. The abstract action X is saturated if

1. For any P < S, the following implications hold:

P fully normalized :- P fully X-normalized

P fully centralized :- P fully X-centralized

2. If P is fully normalized, then

* Auts(P) E Syl, (.F(P))

* Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P))

* Ei(P) E Syl, (Ex(P))

3. If P is fully X-normalized, then Fs(P)o E Syl, (F(P)o).

4. If P is fully centralized, then E(P)o C Syl, (Ex(P)o).



5. If Q is fully X-centralized and (p, o-) E X(P, Q) is an isomorphism, then there

is some (7, or) E X (N(,), S) that extends (o, o), i.e., such that ,o = gl,.

We shall refer to Points 2-4 collectively as the Sylow Axioms and Point 5 as the

Extension Axiom for fusion actions. 0

These axioms are highly redundant (e.g., the first assertion of Axiom 2 is actually

an axiom for the saturation of F); we include the entire list mainly to indicate the

sort of properties we expect abstract actions of F to have. In particular, Axiom 1 is

no requirement at all, as it follows from the assumptions that F is saturated and X

is F-stable (and hence its core K is strongly F-closed):

Proposition 4.2.12. If P < S is fully normalized in F (resp. fully centralized),

then P is fully X-normalized (X-centralized). Moreover, every fully X-normalized

subgroup is also fully X-centralized.

Proof. All of these facts depend on the result that if P is fully normalized in F

and Q g FP, there is a morphism p E F(Ns(Q), Ns(P)) (cf. [BLO2, Proposition

A.2(b)]).

Thus if is Q is fully X-normalized, the fact that K is strongly closed in F forces

p(c) E K whenever this makes sense, so W(Ns(Q; X)) Ns(P; X). Therefore the

X-normalizer of a fully X-normalized subgroup injects into that of a fully normalized

subgroup, and the first claim is proved.

The second claim follows from the facts that the image of the restriction of O

to Zs(Q) must lie in Zs(P) and that in a saturated fusion system fully normalized

implies fully centralized, so for purposes of computing orders of centralizers we may

as well consider P fully normalized. Intersection with K again yields the desired

result.

Finally, if Q is fully X-normalized and P is fully normalized (hence fully X-

centralized), the same argument shows that |Zs(Q; X) = IZs(P; X)I. 0

We close this section with a brief discussion of the motivation for the saturation

axioms of Definition 4.2.11. It should be clear that we are mainly taking certain ap-

plications of Sylow's theorems from the ambient fusion action system case, especially



those recorded in Lemmas 4.1.10 and 4.1.13, and simply defining them to be axioms

when we do not have an actual group with which to work.

We can take this a step further. Figure 4-2 gave us a pictorial heuristic of how to

view the Sylow conditions of a fusion action system. Considering the case of normaliz-

ers: If a subgroup P < S is "good"with regard to normalizers-or fully normalized-

then P is also "good" for centralizers, X-normalizers, and X-centralizers. Moreover,

for any of the pairs of S- and G-automizers of P, if the S-autmoizer is Sylow in the

G-autmoizer. The same is not true if P is only fully X-normalized, say, but it is true

for all groups and automizers that live "beneath" the X-normalizer in Figure 4-2,

and similarly if P is fully centralized.

For an abstract action of F, we cannot reproduce all of Figure 4-2, but we still

have access to the diagram of Figure 4-3.

We still have a notion of P < S being "good" with regard to normalizers (etc.),

though now that means P is fully normalized in the fusion-theoretic sense. The

content of the Sylow Axioms is basically that if you're "good" at some point on

Figure 4-3, all of the groups associated to P that lie beneath the good point have the

property that a Sylow subgroup come from S.

4.3 Abstract fusion action systems

Now let us take the abstraction of the previous section a step further and forget not

only the ambient group but also the fusion system on S itself. In other words, here

we give ourselves only the data of the p-group S and an S-set X, and from this we

examine categories that mimic X0 where both G and F are allowed to vary.

Let us start by naming our universe of discourse:

Definition 4.3.1. Let it := It(S; X) be the category whose objects are all subgroups

P < S and whose morphisms are given by

it(P, Q) = {(p, -)|p E Inj(P, Q), o E Ex, and p intertwines o}



F(P)

X(P)

F(P)0

x (P)o0P

Ns(P

Zs(P) s(P

ZS(P)0

Zs(P; X)

Figure 4-3: Comparing S-automorphisms to X-automorphisms

Composition is defined componentwise. Again, this means that (W, a) E X(P, Q) is

an isomorphism if and only if the group map o : P -* Q is.

By identifying JA as the "universe of discourse," we mean that this is the category

in which all of our abstract fusion action systems will live.

Definition 4.3.2. An abstract fusion action system of S acting on X is a category

X such that Xs C I C i and that satisfies the Divisibility Axiom: Every morphism

of X factors as an isomorphism followed by an inclusion.

The underlying fusion system of X is the fusion system FX on S where

F(P, Q) = { E Inj(P, Q)|(p, a) E X(P, Q)} .



In other words, Fx is the fusion system obtained by projecting the morphisms of X

onto the first coordinate. K>

By referring to this underlying fusion system we are able to speak of P < S

being fully normalized or fully centralized (by definition, in FX), as well as fully X-

normalized and X-centralized. The latter two are again formed by considering the

normalizers or centralizers of subgroups intersected with K, the core of the action of

S on X.

Lemma 4.3.3. The S-set X is FX-stable.

Proof. This follows from the Condition (2) of Proposition 3.2.3 and the definition of

Corollary 4.3.4. The core K is strongly closed in .F.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.3.7 carries over. This can also be seen directly by

noting that if k E K and y E .F((k), S), then there is some (p, -) E X((k), S). Then

y and o's being intertwined implies that W(k) -u(x) = o(k -x) = U(x) for all x E X,

and thus W(k) E K. E

Of course, we need further axioms to restrict ourselves to the interesting cases.

Note that all the terms of Definition 4.2.10 still make sense in this context, so we may

talk about the group 6 = X(1) 5 Ex, the functors r- and 7rT, the maps 7, and the

extender of an isomorphism.

Definition 4.3.5. The fusion action system X is saturated if all the axioms of Defi-

nition 4.2.11 are satisfied. K>

Now the reason for including redundant axioms in Definition 4.2.11 should be

more apparent:

Proposition 4.3.6. If the abstract fusion action system X is saturated, the underlying

fusion system FX is as well.



Proof. All of the saturation conditions are clear except for the extension axiom. Let

p E F'(P, Q) be an isomorphism with Q fully centralized in Y. Recall that

N, = {n E Ns(P)| o c, o p-l E Auts(Q)} .

If (yp, o) E X(P, Q) is a morphism that lies over W, we have

N(,,a) = {n E Ns(P)| ( o c0 o 0-1, u- o a 0 o-') E Auts(Q; X)}.

Clearly N(,,,) < N. for all possible choices of o. If we can show that we have equality

for some particular choice of o, the extension axiom for the fusion action system X

will imply the desired axiom for the fusion system FX.

We can restate the problem as follows: Fix some o such that (O, -) E X(P, Q),
and let N < X(Q) denote the group (p, o) o 6 (N.) o (p, o-. Then N is a p-subgroup

of X(Q). If N < Auts(Q;X), by definition N, = N(,,,) and we are done. The goal

then becomes to show that there is some r E Ex(Q)o such that TN < Auts(Q; X),

for this will imply that N, = N(,,r) and complete the proof.4

It is easy to see that N < Ex(Q)o -Auts(Q; X) as follows: For n E N., we have

(pc7P- 1 E Auts(Q), so (ocnp- 1 , o-Eno 1) differs from an element of Auts(Q; X) by an

element of Ex(Q)o.

The claim is that Auts(Q; X) is Sylow in Ex(Q)o -Auts(Q; x). We compute

[Auts(Q; X) : Ex(Q)o -Auts(Q; X)] = I x(Q)oI IAuts(Q; X)I
IEx(Q)o n Auts(Q; X) I|Auts(Q; X)|

= [Ex(Q)o n Auts(Q) : Ex(Q)o]

By Axiom (4) for saturated fusion action systems, Ex(Q)o n Auts(Q; X) = ES (Q)o is

Sylow in Ex(Q)o. Thus there is some r E Ex(Q)o such that TN < Auts(Q; X), and

the result is proved. D

In other words, Proposition 4.3.6 states that saturated abstract actions of a given

4We shall ignore the distinction between an element o- E Es and the corresponding morphism
(idQ, o-) that lies in X.



fusion system F are the same as saturated abstract fusion action systems whose

underlying fusion system is F. From now on, we will conflate these two notions,

using whichever is more convenient for the situation at hand. For instance, we shall

simply use the symbol F to denote the underlying fusion system FX of the fusion

action system X.

We can now use the notion of abstract fusion action systems now to form a category

out of our objects of study. Definition 4.3.7 will not play a major role in the rest of

this thesis, but is included mostly for its relationship to Appendix A.

Definition 4.3.7. Let (S, X, X) and (T, Y, TJ) be two (saturated) fusion action sys-

tems. An equivariant map is a pair

(a : S --* Y, f : X -+ Y) such that f(p - x) = a(p) f(x)

for all p E P and x E X. An equivariant map is fusion-action-preserving if there is

a functor F = F(f) : -+ 2) such that F(P) = a(P) and the following diagram of

groupoids commutes for all ( p, -) E X(P, Q):

BPX **') ->- Ba (p)Y

8( ,,> s(F(p,o))

LQX - >Ba(p

where BpX is the translation groupoid of the P-set X and B(a, f) is the map of

groupoids defined on objects by f and on morphisms by a. That B(a, f) is well-

defined follows from the assumption that the pair (a, f) is an equivariant map. Note

that if f : X -- Y is surjective, the functor F is unique if it exists (and more generally,

F is uniquely defined "on the image of f").



4.4 Properties of fusion action systems

4.4.1 General properties

This first result is a sort of converse to the Sylow conditions of the saturation axioms

for fusion action systems.

Proposition 4.4.1. Fix a saturated fusion action system X and a subgroup P < S.

(a) The following are equivalent:

1. P is fully normalized in F.

2. P is fully centralized in F and Auts(P) E Syl,(F(P)).

3. P is fully X-normalized in F and ES(P) E Syl,(YEx(P)).

4. P is fully X-centralized in F and Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P)).

(b) P is fully centralized iff P is fully X-centralized and EI(P)0 C Syl,( E(P)o).

(c) P is fully X-normalized if] P is fully X-centralized and Fs(P)o E Syl, (F(P)O).

Proof. Half of these implications are part of the saturation axioms, so prove only the

remaining ones.

(a) P < S is fully normalized if:

- P is fully centralized and Auts(P) E Syl,(F(P)). In this case, the as-

sumptions on P together with the inclusion of short exact sequences

1 >EX(P)O >C (P) >FP

SYlow4 4 4 Sylow

1 2~ E(P)o > Auts(P; X) >1, Auts(P) > 1

force Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P)). Then if Q is fully normalized and F-

conjugate to P via (o, -) E X(Q, P), we have that

((p, o) o Auts(Q; X) o (p, o-' < X(P)



is an inclusion of a p-subgroup, so there is (V', r) E X(P) such that

(@po, -ro-) o Auts(Q; X) o (@p , ro-)- < Auts (P; X)

Note that Auts(Q; X) is the image in X(Q) of Ns(Q), and that P being

fully centralized implies that it is fully X-centralized. The extension axiom

now gives the existence of (p, ro-) E X(Ns(Q), Ns(P)), from which it

follows that |Ns(Q)| = INs(P) and P is fully normalized as well.

- P is fully X-normalized and ES(P) E Syl, (Ex(P)). The inclusion of short

exact sequences

1 Y(P)o > I(P) > Ex(P) >1

Sylow 4 Sylow

1 >3 Fs(P)0  > Auts(P; X) > E(P) : 1

shows that Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P)). The rest of the proof is the same

as the first point.

- P is fully X-centralized and Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P)). The argument is

the same as the end of the previous two.

(b) P is fully centralized if P is fully X-centralized and E(P)o E Syl, (Ex(P)o):

Observe that |Zs(P)| = |Zs(P;X)||E (P)ol. If P r Q, then we have

Ex(P)o r Ex(Q)o, so it is easy to see that the order of (the p-group) Zs(P) is

maximized precisely when ES(P)o E Syl, (Ex(P)o) and the order of Zs(P; X)

is maximized. The result follows.

(c) P is fully X-normalized if P is fully X-centralized and Fs(P)o E Syl, (F(P)o):

The same argument as the previous paragraph applies, with the observation

that |Ns(P)| = |Ns(P;X)||Fs(P)ol.



Next we provide a basic reality-check for our axioms: If these saturation axioms

are "right," the least we would expect is for some sort of Alperin Fusion Theorem.

Proposition 4.4.2. If (p, o) E X(P, Q) is an isomorphism such that Q is fully

normalized, then there are morphisms (7, -') E X(Ns(P), S) and ($, r) E X(P) such

that p = o o @ and -' = - oT.

Proof. By the assumption that Q is fully normalized, the saturation axioms state that

Auts(Q; X) E Syl,(X(Q)), so the p-group (o, o) o Auts(P; X) o (-1, o-) X(Q) is

subconjugate to Auts(Q; X). Say

(x, v) o (p, o-) o Auts(P; X) o (W, o-)- 1 o (x, v)- < Auts(Q; X)

and set (4, T) = (plxp, o -vo) E X(P), so that

(W, -) o (0, r) o Auts(P; X) o (0,r)- 1 o (p, o) 1  Auts(Q; X).

Now the fact that Q is fully normalized and thus fully X-centralized implies that

(p', u-) E X(P, Q) has an extension (;, U') E X (N(3xCr)(P), S) by the extension

axiom of saturation. Recall that

N( P,cr)(P) = {s E Ns(P)( o cS o X ,1 o, UT 0 o? 0T-U- C Auts(Q; X)}

so that by construction Ns(P) N(,,,a) (P). The result follows. E

One could also prove analogous statements in the cases that the target is fully

centralized or X-normalized, but we will not have need for such results.

Proposition 4.4.3. The saturated fusion action system X is an Alperin category.

Proof. The claim is that every morphism (o, u) E X(P, S) can be written as a com-

position of automorphisms of subgroups and inclusions. Proof goes by downward

induction on the order of the source P. If P = S, then (o, U) E X(S), and there's

nothing to prove.



Therefore suppose that P < S. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

Q = p(P) is fully normalized: Otherwise, pick Q' in the F-conjugacy class of P that

is fully normalized and an isomorphism (4, T) E X(P, Q'). If the result is true for

(@, T) and (p, o) o (0, T) 1 , it clearly is for (p, o) as well.

Proposition 4.4.2 shows that if the target of (V, o) is fully normalized, then (V, -)

can be composed with an element of X(P) so that the resulting morphism extends

to X(Ns(P), S). But Ns(P) ; P as P is a proper subgroup, and the inductive

hypothesis gives the rest.

4.4.2 Faithful fusion action systems

In this section we examine in closer detail a fusion action system X at the opposite

extreme to F5 : We assume that X is faithful as an S-set. We will see that in this

situation, the underlying saturated fusion system F is always realizable by a finite

group G, and moreover that G acts on X in such a way that X = CG-

Let G = 6 be the group of permutations of X that appear in some morphism of

X. The map S -+ G : s F-+ f, is an injection if we assume that X is faithful as an

S-set, so we will identify S with its image in G. The saturation axioms for fusion

actions imply that S E Syl,(G), so the fusion system FG is saturated.

The following proposition shows that exotic fusion systems cannot act S-faithfully

on finite sets.

Proposition 4.4.4. In this situation, F = .FG.

Proof. First we show that F C FG. It suffices to show that any V E F(P, S) is

realized by conjugation by an element of G. Pick some (V, o) e X(P, S), so that y

and o are intertwined, so o- ofp = E,) o -E Ex for all p E P. This is exactly to say

that o conjugates P via V, proving the first inclusion.

For the reverse inclusion, suppose that for some o E G and P < S we have

'P < S; we must show that c, C F(P, S). By the extension axiom, the morphism

5Note that F can be viewed as the unique fusion action of F on the one-point set.



(id, o) E X(1) extends to some (p, -) E X(N(idi,,), S), where

N(idi,a) = {n E SlU o fn 0 o- E Auts(X)} .

In other words, for all n E N(idi,,), there is some (necessarily unique by faithfulness

of the X-action) s E S so that o o fn o o-- = f,. Therefore N(idi,o) is the maximal

subgroup of S that is conjugated into S by o. Thus P < N(idi,o), and if we can show

that the assignment n '-4 s is equal to p, the result will follow, as W is by assumption

a morphism of F.

This final assertion follows again from the fact that p and o- are intertwined:

U o fn = f?,(n) a o for n E N(idi,,) forces s = W(n) in the above notation. The result is

proved. El

In this situation, there is a natural action of G = X(1) Ex on X, and the

following is immediate:

Corollary 4.4.5. The fusion action system X is realized by the G-action on X:

X = XG-

Proof. The key point is that if the S-action on X is faithful, then any morphism

(o, -) E X(P, Q) is actually determined by o alone. This follows from the assumption

that p and o are intertwined, so that for all p C P, we have e(,) = -fo--i along

with the identification p <-+ f,. In particular, X C XG, since (o, o) E X(P, Q) implies

that 0P < Q and c, = p.

On the other hand, for any o- E NG(P, Q) we have (cU, o) E XG(P, Q), and the

claim is that this is also a morphism of X(P, Q). This follows from the extension

axiom of saturated fusion actions as in Proposition 4.4.4 and the observation that

UP < S, implies P < N(id1,,). Thus XG C X. El

4.5 Core subsystems

In this section let X be a saturated fusion action system. Recall that K < S denotes

the core of the S action on X.



Definition 4.5.1. The core fusion system associated to I is the fusion system C on

K with morphisms IC(P, Q) = {p E Inj(P, Q)|(o, idx) E X(P, Q)}. O

Remark 4.5.2. There is a natural functor X -+ BEx that sends inclusions to the

identity; this is precisely what the various maps 7rr piece together to give. C can

be thought of the kernel fusion action system of this functor, once we note that, as

the action of AC on X is trivial, there is no distinction between a fusion system and a

fusion action system.

The first result of this section is that AC is saturated as a fusion system.

Proposition 4.5.3. AC satisfies the following properties:

1. K is strongly closed in F.

2. For all P, Q K, W E C(P, Q) and @ E F(K), we have OWp-' E KC(OP, Q).

3. For all P, Q < K and x C F(P, Q), there are @ E F(K) and W E IC($(P), Q)

such that x = s o 0@|vjP)*

Proof.

1. This has been observed several times already, for example in Corollary 3.3.7.

2. Pick some (4, r) E X(K) that lies over V) E F(K). Then

(1, r)(, idx)(0,r) 1 = ( @'~7 1 , idx)

and the result follows.

3. Let (x, v) E I(P, Q) lie over X E F(P, Q), and consider (idi, v) E X(1). By the

extension axiom for saturated fusion action systems, (idi, v) extends to a map

(4', v) E X(N(id1 ,v), S), and it follows easily from the definition that K < N(idi,o)-

Let (4', v) E X(K) be the restriction to K (which is necessarily an automorphism

of the strongly closed subgroup K), and let

(p, idx) = (x, v) o (@, v)|(pp) E X(4(P), Q).



Projection to F shows now that V) and p have the desired property.

The content of Proposition 4.5.3 is that AK is almost a normal subsystem of F

in the sense of [Puil]. We say "almost" because in that definition of normality, we

assume also that JC is saturated as a fusion system, which is our current goal. We

need the third point of Proposition 4.5.3 to prove saturation, but luckily the logic

will not be circular.

Corollary 4.5.4. Every P < K is fully normalized (resp. centralized) in Kc if and

only if P is fully X-normalized (resp. X-centralized) in F.

Proof. Note that Ns(P; X) = NK(P) and Zs(P; X) = ZK(P) by definition, which

makes the "only if" implications obvious. We prove the "if" implication for normal-

izers; the same argument works for centralizers.

Suppose that P is fully normalized in AC, and let Q K K be fully X-normalized

and F-conjugate to P (such a Q must exist as K is strongly closed in F). For

any isomorphism X E F(P, Q), we can find V) E F(K) and p E KC(0$(P), Q) such

that x = p o V|' P) by the third point of Proposition 4.5.3. As 0 extends to an

automorphism of K, it sends the X-normalizer of P to the X-normalizer of O(P). As

o is necessarily an isomorphism in AC by the two-out-of-three property, the assumption

that INK(P)| > INK(O (Q))I forces that INs(P; X)I I Ns(Q; X). The assumption

that Q is fully X-normalized forces equality, and the result is proved. O

Proposition 4.5.5. AC is a saturated fusion system.

Proof. We use the equivalent saturation axioms of [Sta], in which it suffices to show

that AutK(K) E Syl,(K(K)) and that fully normalized subgroups satisfy the Exten-

sion Axiom.

To see that AutK(K) E Syl,(K(K)): We've already noted that K is strongly closed

in F, and therefore is fully X-normalized. By the saturation axioms for fusion action

systems, we have Fs(K)o E Syl,(F(K)o). It is easy to see from the definitions that

F(K)o = K(K), and we can describe Fs(K)o as the subgroup of Auts(K) consisting



of those automorphisms that are induced by an element of S that acts trivially on X,

so that Fs(K)o = AutK(K).

To check the extension axiom: If P < K is fully normalized in C, by Corollary

4.5.4 we see that P is fully X-normalized in F, and thus fully X-centralized. Given an

isomorphism V E KC(Q, P), we have (V, idx) E X(Q, P), and the extension condition

for fusion actions gives a morphism

( , idx) E X(N ,idx), K)

where the target may be assumed to be K instead of S because K is strongly closed

in F. We wish to show that

NJ = {In E NK(Q)ko o c. o p E AutK(P)}

is contained in N-idx), as then |INK will give the desired extension of V. We have

N(,idx) = {n E Ns(Q)|( o o Auts(P; X)}.

Since K acts trivially on S, for n E NK(Q) such that W o cn o ck E AutK(P)

we have

(V 0 ca o V-, fn) = (ck, idx) = (ck, E4) E AutK(P; X) Auts(P; X)

and the result is proved.

Corollary 4.5.6. IC is a normal subsystem of F in the sense of [Puil].

We close this section by describing how the fusion action system X can be thought

of as an extension of C by the finite group 6 = X(1). First note that we have the

functors ACC X > > Te , where t is "injective" in the sense that C naturally sits

as a subcategory of X, and 7rr is "surjective" in the sense already described for the

underlying transporter system of a fusion action system. Just as extensions of the

finite group H by G determines a morphism G - Out(H), we have:



Proposition 4.5.7. The fusion action system X determines a unique homomorphism

r : 6 - Out (K).

Proof. An easy application of the Extension Axiom for saturated fusion action sys-

tems implies that each o E E appears in the second coordinate of some (<p, o) E X(K).

As /C is normal in F, (p E Aut(K). The indeterminacy of the assignment o '-* sp is

measured by K(K) by definition of C, so the assignment o '-+ [sp] E Out(C) is the

desired map.



Chapter 5

Linking action systems and p-local

finite group actions

In this chapter we discuss the homotopy theory of fusion action systems. Sections

5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 generalize the work of [BLO1, BLO2], 5.4 relates the new machinery

to that introduced in [OV], and 5.5 begins the project of using fusion actions to relate

a fusion system with certain subsystems.

5.1 The ambient case

Let us return for this section to the situation where we are given a finite group G, a

Sylow S E Syl,(G), the fusion system F = FG, and X a G-set (which is then also an

F-stable S-set). We wish to reconstruct the homotopy type of the Borel construction

BGX := EG XG X, at least up to p-completion, with a minimum of p'-data. This

section reproduces some results of [BLO1] in the context of fusion action systems

arising from ambient groups.

The game we want to play in reconstructing the p-completed homotopy type of

BGX is to look for a new category that will both allow us to construct BGX, but

that does not contain too much extra information. In some sense, the transporter

system TG = Ts(G) contains all the information of G that we care about (for instance,

the natural functor BG -> TG that sends the unique object of BG to the subgroup



{1} induces a homotopy equivalence lTG| ~ BG). The problem of course is that

TG contains too much information, especially p'-information. The goal then becomes

figuring out the right amount of data of TG to forget and still be able to understand

the Borel construction.

The first way of forgetting information of TG is to consider full subcategories

whose sets of objects are closed under G-conjugacy and overgroups. In other words,

we simply throw out all sufficiently small subgroups and the information of their Hom-

sets. Exactly which subgroups we will allow must depend somehow on the fusion data

of G and the action of G on X:

Definition 5.1.1. A p-subgroup P < S is p-centric at X if Z(P; X) E Syly(ZG(P; X)).

Equivalently, P is p-centric at X if ZG(P; X) = Z(P; X) x ZG(P; X) for some (nec-

essarily unique) p'-group Z&(P; X).

We shall generally call such a subgroup X-centric and omit mentioning the prime

p. This frees up our nomenclature so we can recall

Definition 5.1.2. A p-subgroup P < S is p-centric if Z(P) E Syly(ZG(P)), or

equivalently if ZG(P) = Z(P) x Z(P) for some (again, unique) p'-group Z&(P).

This is equivalent to saying that P is X-centric for X = * the trivial S-set. 0

Note that the condition of being X-centric is determined purely by fusion data

and makes no reference to the fusion action system FG. This motivates the following

definition:

Definition 5.1.3. Given a saturated fusion system F on S and an F-stable S-set, a

subgroup P < S is F-centric at X if Z(Q; X) = Zs(Q : X) for all Q P. O

In the presence of an ambient group G, the two notions of X-centricity coincide:

Proposition 5.1.4. If G is a finite group that acts on X, S E Syly(G), and F = FG,

then a subgroup P < S is p-centric at X if and only if it is F-centric at X.

Proof. First suppose that P is p-centric at X. As ZG(P; X) = Z(P; X) x Z(P; X)

for some uniquely defined p'-subgroup Z&(P; X), it is clear that Zs(P; X) = Z(P; X).



If g E G is such that 9P < S, the fact that ZG( 9P;X) = 9ZG(P;X) immediately

shows that ZG( 9P; X) = Z(9P; X) x 9Z(P; X), and we have the desired conclusion

for 9P.

Conversely, suppose that P is F-centric at X, and pick T E Syly(ZG(P; X)) such

that Z(P; X) 5 T. As S E Syl, G, there is some g E G such that 9P < 9T < S.

Therefore 9T < Zs(gP; X) = Z(9P; X) by the F-centricity at X of P and we conclude

that T = Z(P; X), as desired.

The main purpose of introducing the abstract fusion-centric way of thinking of

X-centricity at this point is that it makes certain results cleaner to prove:

Proposition 5.1.5. If X and Y are F-stable S-sets and there is a surjective map of

S-sets f : X -+ Y, then every Y-centric subgroup is also X-centric.

Proof. Let K and L be the cores of X and Y, respectively. The existence of such a

surjection forces K < L. Thus Zs(P) n K < Zs(P) n L, so if Zs(P) n L = Z(P) n L

then Zs(P) n K = Z(P) n K. The result follows. L

Corollary 5.1.6. p-centricity implies X-centricity for all F-stable X.

In particular, every p- or F-centric (both henceforth "centric") subgroup of S is

automatically X-centric for every F-stable X. Moreover, the more faithful X is (so

the smaller the kernel K is), the easier it is for subgroups of S to be X-centric, to

the point where if X is a faithful S-set, every P < S is X-centric.

Definition 5.1.7. Let TdjX denote the full subcategory of TG whose objects are the

X-centric subgroups. Similarly, for X an abstract action with finite set X, let .UX be

the full subcategory on the X-centric subgroups.

The first thing we must show is that we have not lost too much information by

this restriction. Let X: TX -+ TOP be the functor

P I ......> X

9 1 g

Q >-X



Proposition 5.1.8. There exists a mod-p equivalence hocolimrgx X , BGX.

Proof. Let EG be the simplicial groupoid with objects g E G, ICcx the category

associated to the poset of X-centric subgroups, and Kcx the associated G-simplicial

complex. We view the G-set X as a discrete G-category. If 9(X) is the Grothendieck

construction associated to the functor X, we have 9;(X) I ~ hocolimrx X by [Tho],

so we will use the Grothendieck construction as our model for the homotopy colimit.

There is a functor EG XG (X x KCX) -+ g(X) given by

[g, (X, P)] I .........> ( P, g .-x)

[g-hg,(id.,P<Q)] h

[hg, (X, Q)] I .....> (hgQ, hg -x)

that is easily seen to have an inverse isomorphism of categories

hi [1-h,(id.,P'p h1Q)

(Q, h - x) i.-- [1, (h -x, Q)] [h, (x, -Q)]

Thus, on taking realizations, we get a homeomorphism of spaces

EG XG (X x Kcx) ~ hocolim X.

Finally, consider the natural projection map EG XG (X x Kex) -* EG xG X; if

we can show that this is a mod-p homology isomorphism, the result will follow.

By Corollary 5.1.6, the collection of X-centric subgroups contains all centric sub-

groups, and it is easy to check that it is closed under p-overgroups. Thus [Dwy,

Theorem 8.3] applies to show that Kcx is F,-acyclic, and therefore the natural map

EC x G (X x Kex) -- EG x GX, being a fibration with fiber Kex, is a mod-p homology

isomorphism by the Serre spectral sequence. D

There is a more drastic way of reducing information in TG than simply restricting

our attention to various subgroups, in which we quotient out p'-information directly.



Note that there is a free right action of Z(P) on TG(P, Q), so we can consider

categories whose morphisms are orbits of subgroups of Z(P) in the transporter system.

The need to lose only p'-information is one reason why we have restricted our attention

to the X-centric subgroups of S, as we shall now see.

Recall that for H a finite group, OP(H) is the smallest normal subgroup of H of

p-power index. If P is X-centric, ZG(P; X) = Z(P; X) x Z(P; X) for ZG(P; X) a

p'-group, and we have OP(ZG(P; X)) = Z&(P; X).

Definition 5.1.9. For a G-set X, define the p-centric linking action system of S at

X to be the category L' = Lx (G) whose objects are X-centric subgroups of S, and

where L£ (P, Q) = NG(P, Q)/OP(ZG(P; X)).

Just as we formed the Borel construction BGX up to p-completion by considering

the homotopy colimit of a functor TX -+ TOP, there is a similarly defined functor

whose homotopy colimit is of particular interest to us in the context of linking action

systems. Let X: LEX -+ TOP be the functor

P1 ...... >X

[g] X

By construction, the natural quotient ir : TG' -- £ satisfies the conditions of

[BLO1, Lemma 1.3]. In particular, this implies

Proposition 5.1.10. The quotient r : T6X - Lf induces a mod-p equivalence:

hocolim X ~, hocolim X o 7r.
'CCX V~

Corollary 5.1.11.

hocolim X ~p BGX
1ChG

Proof. Combine Propositions 5.1.8 and 5.1.10 with the fact that X o X 7a . El



5.2 Classifying spaces of abstract fusion actions

5.2.1 Stating the problem

In this section let X be a fixed abstract fusion action system with underlying fusion

system F. The goal is to describe what a "classifying space" for X should look like.

The heuristic is that BX should recover the homotopy type of the Borel construction

of X, up to p-completion, just as in the ambient case.

The problem with the heuristic is that, without an ambient group, we lack a

Borel construction to aim for. Section 5.1 tells us that we could perhaps instead

try to define BX to be the homotopy colimit of some functor into TOP, but again

without an ambient group we do not know what the source category for such a

functor should look like. We could try to rectify the situation by developing some

notion of an abstract linking action system. This would be a category L associated

to X that would have the "right" properties so that we could construct a functor

X : L' -- TOP, all of which would be a generalization of the ambient case of Section

5.1.

This will in fact be the plan of attack take, but first a detour: In order to properly

understand what is meant by L' having the "right" properties, we should try to

understand the space we are looking for purely in terms that can be described by

the fusion action system itself. The question then becomes what spaces we can make

from the category X. The first guess of |X| will not give us what we want, as this

relies only on the shape of the category of X and does not take into account the fact

that it should be thought of as a combination of a diagram in groups together with

permutations of X.

More accurately, we should think of X as a diagram in groupoids via the functor

B-X : X -* 9ZPD.1 For P < S, let BpX denote the translation category of the

P-set X. Recall that the objects of BX are the points of X and the morphisms

are given by BpX(x, x') = {pp E P and p - x = x'}. We then define B-X to be the

1The claim that Appendix A would be irrelevant to the rest of this document is a bit of a lie; the
following discussion would benefit from taking that point of view into consideration. We repeat the
relevant definitions here.



functor

P1 ......- BPX

QJ ..... >L3QX

where B(o, -) is the functor that acts on objects by o and morphisms by p.

If we then set BX : X -> TOP to be |B_XI, we can consider the space

hocolimx B_X, which is defined with information contained in X.

Unfortunately, this space is not what we want if S is nonabelian or acts nontrivially

on X, as we show in Example 2.2.16 in the case of X a one-point set.

The problem with simply taking hocolimx B-X is that this construction is in some

sense double-counting the noncentral elements of S, as well as the elements not in

K. In particular, any non-X-central s E S defines both a morphism in 5 E BS and

a morphism (c8, t,) E X(S); by simply taking the homotopy colimit of B_X these

separate morphisms both contribute even though they come from the same element

of S. In other words, hocolimx BX is too big, in that it has too many arrows.

So, again, let's kill the offending morphisms.

Definition 5.2.1. The orbit category of X is the category O':= O() whose objects

are the subgroups of S and whose morphisms are given by O(P, Q) = Q\X(P, Q).
In other words, the Hom-set from P to Q is the set orbits of the Q-action of X(P, Q)
given by postcomposition by (cq, q).

The full subcategory of 0' whose objects are the F-centric subgroups of S will

be denoted 0C.

The functor B_X does not descend to O" -* TOP, but because Ocx is defined

by quotienting out inner automorphisms, it is easy to see that there is a homotopy

functor B_X : O' -+ hoTOP. If we could find a homotopy lifting B as in Figure

5-1 we could consider the space hocolimox BX as a possibility for the classifying

space of FX.

We shall see that the homotopy colimit of such a lifting B is, in fact, the solution

we have been seeking.



TOP

Ocx_ hoTOP
B-X

Figure 5-1: The homotopy lifting problem

Proposition 5.2.2. In the presence of an ambient group G acting on X and giving

rise to X,

hocolim BX ~-, BGX.
OcX

Proof. Follows immediately from Problem 5.2.3, whose solution is detailed in Subsec-

tion 5.2.2.

We are now in the position to fully state the problem we want to solve:

Problem 5.2.3. Given an abstract fusion action system X, construct an abstract

linking action system associated to X. This should be a category Li together with

functors

7r : LX -+ Xx and X: LX -+ TOP

e In the presence of an ambient group G, this ECGx and the functor X described

in Section 5.1 give an abstract linking action system associated to CG-

If T : LX -+ OcI is the composite Lx -7+ XCX c- , then the left homotopy

Kan extension of X over T is a homotopy lifting of BX : Oc --+ hoTOP,

which will be denoted Bex : 0 c - TOP. Consequently,

~ hocolim Bcx.
Ocx

such that

hocolim X
Cx



5.2.2 Solving the problem

Definition 5.2.4. An (X-centric) linking action system associated to X is a category

L whose objects are the X-centric subgroups of S, together with a pair of functors

TeX ±6C ~XX

For each s E Ns(P, Q), let s be the corresponding morphism in opQ(s) E 1 2X(P, Q).

For g E L(P, Q) denote the components of 7rpQ(g) by the pair (c., eg).

The following conditions must be satisfied:

(A) The functors J and r are the identity on objects. 6 is injective and 7r is surjective

on morphisms. Moreover, Z(P; X) acts (via 6) right-freely on C(P, Q), and

7rp,Q : CX(P, Q) -> Xcx(P, Q) is the orbit map of this action.

(B) For each p E P, we have cj = c, : P -> P and E4 = E, : X -+ X.

(C) For each g E LX(P, Q) and p E P, the following commutes in CX:

gP _ >Q

P Q

Finally, every linking action system comes naturally equipped with a functor

X : L'+ TOP defined by

P ....- X

where X is regarded as a discrete topological space.

Remark 5.2.5. It is easy to see that:

* If X = * is the trivial S-set and X = Y is a saturated fusion system, the an

abstract linking action system is the same as a centric linking system as defined



in [BLO2]. In this case X is just the trivial functor L* -> TOP whose homotopy

colimit is L* 1.

* In the presence of an ambient group G, the category Lj'x of Section 5.1 is an

example of an abstract linking action system associated to XG. In particular,

this definition satisfies the first condition of Problem 5.2.3. K>

Unless it is necessary to emphasize the fact that we are looking at the X-centric

subcategories, we shall omit explicit notational reference to them.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that these abstract linking

action systems satisfy the second condition of Problem 5.2.3. We begin with some

basic properties of abstract linking action systems:

Proposition 5.2.6. Let P Q R be a sequence of morphisms

in X. Then for any

g E wg(i(, T)) C L.I(Q, R) and g E <)((4y, ro)) C LX(P, R)

there is a unique o E ( o-)) C Cx(P, Q) such that g =g

Proof. Pick any ' E r1((V, -)) C L(P, Q). By Axiom (A), the X-center Z(P; X)

acts freely and transitively on r-1 ((O, To)) 9 LX(P, R), so there is a unique

z E Z(P; X) such that g[) = g['. Therefore setting [ " = ' gives a morphism

in r1((p, -)) such that gf = go.

To prove uniqueness, suppose that we have 1, r2 E Lx(P, Q) such that g 1 = 02,

[j lifts (p, V)), and g bj = i6. Then cc41 = Cgc E X(P, R), and since every morphism

of a fusion action system is mono (the first coordinate is an injective group map and

the second coordinate is invertible), we conclude that c% = c42 . Therefore by Axiom

(A) there is a unique z E Z(P; X) so that r1 = 2 o '. Then the facts that

9 =01 =9020'=900

and Z(P; X) acts right-freely on LX(P, R) implies that z = 1, 50 = L2.2



Remark 5.2.7. Note that the full strength of the axioms of a linking action system is

not used to prove this proposition. In particular, the fact that LX comes equipped

with a functor TX -> L could have been replaced with the (apparently) weaker

assumption that for every X-centric P < S, there is an injection P -+ L(P) such

that Axiom (A) holds. This observation will sometimes be useful when trying to

construct linking action systems. K>

Proposition 5.2.6 has a number of immediate consequences:

Corollary 5.2.8. Every morphism in IX is categorically mono.

Proof. Suppose that we're given morphisms g c LI(Q, R) and [, [' E LX(P, Q) such

that go = go'. Then ir(g) = r(gj'), and g is a lifting of ir(g), so the uniqueness

statement of Proposition 5.2.6 forces [ = f'. L

Corollary 5.2.9. If g E LX(P, Q) is such that (c., 4g) E X(P, Q) is an isomorphism,

then g is itself an isomorphism.

Proof. Apply Proposition 5.2.6 to the sequence Q ("' " P ("' " > Q with g

lifting (cg, f ) and id'x lifting the composite idg. We obtain a unique j E C2(Q, P)

such that g = idQ . It follows that gfg = g = g o idp and thus [g = idp as g is

categorically mono. Therefore 0 = g-.

Notation 5.2.10. We denote by iQ the morphism 6pQ(1) E L(P, Q), and call this

the "inclusion" of P in Q in LX.

Corollary 5.2.11. For any g e LI(P, Q) and X-centric subgroups P* < P and

Q* < Q such that cg(P*) : Q*, there is a unique morphism res'(g) E L(P*, Q*)
such that the following diagram commutes in L':

P ( Q

P* . > Q*
resp*(9



Proof. Apply Proposition 5.2.6 to the diagram P* -* Q with i. lifting

tQ. and g o ip. lifting the composite.

Notation 5.2.12. The morphism res' (g) is called the "restriction" of g, and will

sometimes be denoted gp or just g9p* if the target is clear.

Corollary 5.2.13. Every morphism in L' factors uniquely as an isomorphism fol-

lowed by an inclusion.

Proof. For g E L(P, Q), the morphism (c., f.) E X(P, cg(P)) is an isomorphism

in the underlying action system, so resc (F) (g) is an isomorphism in L' by Corol-

lary 5.2.9. Clearly g = iQ(p) o res (P) (g), and uniqueness now follows by another

application of Proposition 5.2.6. 0

Proposition 5.2.14. Every morphism in L' is categorically epi.

Proof. By Corollary 5.2.13, it suffices to show that i := iQ is epi for all X-centric

P < Q. Moreover, it suffices to assume that P < Q, as any inclusion of p-groups

can be refined to a sequence of normal inclusions. Let g1 , 92 E L'(Q, R) be two

morphisms such that gi o i = 92 o i; we want to show that 91 = 9 2.

The image of gi in X(Q, R) is (c9 , o-i) and the assumption that gi o i = 0 2 0 i

implies that or1 = o-2. We first show that it also follows that c.i = c9 2-

Note that the assumption that P < Q implies that every q E Q determines a

morphism in q E LC(P), which is easily seen to be the restriction of q E LX(Q). Then

the following diagram commutes in L' by axiom (C)

Q "=R

Fc c (q)

Q R

for i = 1, 2. The assumption on the gi also implies that their restrictions to P in

L' are equal; denote this common morphism by [) E LX(P, c (P)). We can therefore



form the restriction of this diagram, which gives us

P c4(P)

for i = 1, 2. As all the morphisms in this restriction diagram are iso, and three of the

four do not depend on choice of i, we conclude that c. 1 (q) = C,2 (q) for all q E Q. The

assignment q '-* q is injective, so we conclude that c.1 = C.2 on Q.
Thus we have ir(gi) = 7r(9 2 ), so by Axiom (2), there is some z E Z(Q; X) such

that 9 2 = 9 1 o.We then compute gioOi = 02oi = 1 o i. The fact that gi is mono

implies that 2o i = i.

Finally, the fact that P < Q implies that z E Z(P; X), and Axiom (3) again

shows that F o i = i o F (for ' respectively an isomorphism in L' of Q and P). The

freeness of the right action of Z(P; X) on L(P, Q) forces z = 1, and the result is

proved. 0

Corollary 5.2.15. Extensions of morphisms in LX are unique when they exist. In

other words, for any g* E L(P*, Q*) and subgroups P* < P and Q* < Q, there is at

most one morphism g E LI(P, Q) such that the diagram

P I > Q*

P* .,Q*

commutes in L'.

Proof. If g' is another such extension, the equalities g o = ia. o g* = ' o i and

the fact that i* is epi force g = g'. L

P

Proposition 5.2.16. If P < S is fully normalized in .F, then Ns(P) p E Syl, (Lx(P)).

Proof. By Axiom (A) of linking action systems, |LX(P)| = 13C(P)| -|Z(P; X)I and by



definition of Auts(P; X),

|Ns(P)| = IAuts(P;X)j - IZs(P;X)i = IAuts(P;X)| - |Z(P;X)j.

As P is fully normalized, the saturation axioms imply that Auts(P; X) E Syl, (X(P)),

and the result easily follows. L

Notation 5.2.17. Let T be the composite L-' 7 X -- O cX.

Proposition 5.2.18. Suppose that g, E L-C(P, Q) are such that T(g) = (j). Then

there is a unique element q E Q such that [ = q'o g. In other words, the map

Tp,Q : LI(PQ) -+ Oc(P, Q) is the orbit map of the free left action of Q on 312(P, Q).

Proof. The condition on g and 1 implies that there is some q' E Q such that

(c4, fb) = (cq,, Eq,) o (c9, 4g).

Condition (A) then implies that there is a unique z E Z(P; X) such that

[ q o g o z = q' o c(z)og

where the second equality follows from Condition (C). Setting q = q' o c,(z) gives the

desired element.

The uniqueness of q is a direct consequence of the fact that g is epi and the

assignment q -4 q is injective. I

We now have the necessary results to show that we have solved the second point of

Problem 5.2.3. Recall that BX : O3c -+ TOP is the left homotopy Kan extension

of X : L' -- TOP over W : LX -+ OCX, and that we are looking for a homotopy lifting

of BX : OC' -+ hoTOP, as depicted in Firgure 5-2.

For ease of notation, write B for B-X and B for BX.



L TOP TOP

0 cX Ocx _ hoT OPB-X

Figure 5-2: What we have vs. What we want

Proposition 5.2.19. The functor B is a homotopy lifting of B.

Proof. On objects: We want to show that B(P) ~ B(P) = BpX. Recall that

B(P) ~ hocolim X(Q)
(Q,a)E(TIP)

where (T t P) is the overcategory of T over P. The objects are pairs (Q, a), where Q

is an X-centric subgroup of S, viewed as either an object of LX or 0 cX as appropriate,

and a is a morphism in 0C(Q, P). A morphism from (Q, a) to (R, #) is g E LX(Q, R)

such that the following commutes in OCX:

(9T) R

a

P

Thomason's theorem [Tho] shows that this homotopy colimit expression of B(P)

has the homotopy type of 19(P)|, where 9(P) is the Grothendieck category associated

to (T I P) and the functor X.

Explicitly, 9(P) is the category whose objects are pairs ((Q, a), x) where (Q, a) is

an object of (T I P) and x E X. A morphism ((Q, a), x) -+ ((R, 3), y)) is a morphism

g E (T I P)((Q, a), (R, 3))-and therefore g E LX(Q, R)-such that Cg(x) = y.

Let 8(P) G 9(P) be the subcategory whose objects are pairs ((P, idp), x) for all

x E X, and where

(P)(((P, ide), x), ((P, ide), y)) = {pp E Pp - X = Y}.

This category is isomorphic to BpX; the claim is that the inclusion B(P) G 9(P)



induces a deformation retract after realization. This will follow if we can find a functor

I : G(P) - B(P) that is the identity on (P) together with a natural transformation

F: Idg(p) =>tg o T, where tg(P) : O(P) - G(P) is the inclusion functor.
B(P) S(P)

Pick some lifting of morphisms ( : Mor(OCX) -+ Mor(LC), and assume that (

sends identities to identities. Let T : 9(P) -> 1(P) be the functor

((Q, a), x) i ..-.. - ((P, idp),7f E(,) (x))

((R, 0),1 y) i...+..> ((P, idp),7 Eg(O)(y))

where T(g) is defined to be y for the unique p E P such that

Q !O> R

((t) I(W)

P -> PP

The existence and uniqueness of p follow from Proposition 5.2.18 and the fact that

T( () o g) = #3 o T(g) = a = T(((a)) because g is a morphism in (T t P).

We must check that y indeed defines a morphism in G(P):

((P, idp), EI f(y (x)) --+ ((P, idp),I E(o) (y))-

To do this, we must show that

id\ p

P

commutes in O0' and that E, o Et(,) (x) = fC(o) (y). The first is obvious from the

definition of Oc , and the second follows from the fact that yo ((a) o g, so

that , o (a() = =() 0 ( = =(#)(y) by the assumption on g.

Observe that ta(P) is the identity functor.



Define the natural transformation E : Idg(p) ->t0 o ' by

E(((Q, a), x)) = ((a) ((Q, a), x) -+ ((P, idp), f (a)(X)).

That this is a morphism in 9(P) follows easily from the definition of 9(P) above and

the fact that 6(a) is a lift of a to L. If : ((Q, a), x) -+ ((R, #), y) is a morphism in

9(P), we want the diagram

((Q, a), x) ((R, #),y)

V(a) I ()
((P, idp),7 f (j) (x)) ;-((P, ide),7 fg(O) (y))

to commute in Lx, which follows from the definition of T(g).

Finally, note that for any object of i E B(P), it is easy to see that F(i) is the

identity. Thus the geometric realization of E gives a homotopy that shows that |W|'

realizes 18(P) as a deformation retract of |9(P)|, and we have the result on objects.

On morphisms: First observe that each [o, o] E Ocx(P, P') induces a functor

(T I P) - P):

(Q, a)i .(Q, [w, o] o a)

(R, #) 1 >(R, [p,] o3)

This in turn induces a functor [W, f], : 9(P) -+ g(P'), defined by

((Q, a), x) -.-+.... ((Q, [p, o-] o a), z)

((R, /3), egx) i >- ((R, [W, o-] o /), 4gx)

Similarly, for (c, o-) E X(P, P') a lift of [Sc, a] E Ocx(P, P'), there is a functor B(oo)



B(P) -+ B(P'):

((P, idp), x) --.......... - ((P', idpr), o- (x))

((P, idp), p - x) i .....> ((P', idp,), pp - a-(x))

To finish the proof that B is a homotopy lifting of B we must show that the

diagram of functors

13(P) > (P)

N(P') = (P')

commutes up to natural transformation.

Let F1 be the functor given by the top path of the diagram. Explicitly, F1 is the

functor

((P, idp), x) i ((P, [, o]), x)

((P, idp), p - x) i. - ((P, [p, ]), p - x)

Let the bottom path be the functor F2:

((P, idp), x)i .......... >- ((P', idp,), or(x))

((P, idp), p - x) i..... -+((P',I idp), pp - o-(x))

Choose some E LX(P, P') that lifts (o, o), and define the natural transformation

<:F1 >= F2 : ((P, id), x) -+ .

To see that [ is indeed a morphism in 9(P') from ((P, [p, o]), x) to ((P', idpe), o-(x)),

note that

P ; P'

[ Pf \
P'



commutes because [ is a lifting of [V, o-]. Moreover, Esx = -(x) because I is a lifting

of ( , -).

Finally, if y is a morphism in 1(P) from ((P, idp), x) to ((P, idp), y), the diagram

((P, [V, o-]), X) 4 >1 ((P' idp,), o- (x))

((P, [ p, o-]), y) 92((P', idpr), o- (y))

commutes in g(P') because Axiom (C) and the fact that c4 = p ([ lifts (W, -))

together imply that ' o o = o in LI(P, P).

This completes the proof that B is a homotopy lifting of B.

5.3 Obstruction theory

Fix an abstract fusion action system X. The material in this section does not depend

on X being saturated.

We can solve the homotopy lifting problem for BX : Oc -+ hoTOP, and thus

create a space that we might call a "classifying space" for X, if we have an associated

linking action system L'. In this section we describe how we can construct LX from

the data of I, or more accurately, we describe the difficulties in doing so. We also

describe the obstructions to constructing L' uniquely. The work of this section can

basically be found mutatis mutandis in the obstruction theory of [BLO2].

Definition 5.3.1. If there is a unique L" associated to I, the space hocolimCx X is

the classifying space for the fusion action system. We denote this space by BI. K>

Notation 5.3.2. We denote by (5, 5) E X(P, Q) a lift of [W, o-] E Ocx(P, Q). 0

Definition 5.3.3. Let ZX: (Oc')" -- Ab be the functor

P I..-+.. .Z (P; X) : Z( (P); X) ZS P(P); X)

j(xU] zP,a]) Jinci

Q .+ Z(Q; X) Zs(Q; X)



where Z'([o, o]) is the unique map of groups that makes the rectangle commute. O

Proposition 5.3.4. The functor ZX is well-defined.

Proof. The equalities come from the assumption that P is X-centric. We must simply

show that for (?', 5') any another lift of [W, -], the maps ;-l and (')-1 are equal

on Z(Q; X). Since that 7 and ' are both lifts of W, there is some q E Q such that

'= cq o . Therefore cq is the identity on Z(Q; X), and the result follows. O

The rest of this section will be devoted to proving the following fact:

Theorem 5.3.5. The data of the abstract fusion action X determines an element

u C limo ZX that vanishes precisely when there is a linking action system LX asso-

ciated to X. Moreover, if there is a linking action system, the group lim2 ZX acts

transitively on the set of linking action systems viewed as categories over Oc*.

Proof. Existence: Given X, let us try to construct a linking action system L by

brute force and see where problems arise. Let L be a category whose objects are the

X-centric subgroups of S.

If we had a linking action system L', Proposition 5.2.18 says that the orbit of the

free left action of Q on L£(P, Q) would be OCX(P, Q). Thus, as a set we define

L(PQ) = Q x Oc3(P, Q).

We now need to define composition and show that the resulting category satisfies

the properties of an X-centric linking system. Let be a lifting of the morphisms

of OCX to X that sends identities to identities. For each [sp, o] E Ocx(P, Q), define

(cv, a) to be ( ([p, o-]) E X(P, Q). The lifting ( almost certainly does not define a

functor OCX > X, but we can measure its failure to do so as follows: For each pair of
(W,) (W r)

composible morphisms of 0"C P ' Q ' >R it need not be the case that

(,) o (;, i) := (0; , ~'5) is equal to (V)p, f) := ( ([I, T])



in X. However, the image of both these morphisms in Ocx is equal, so there is some

t ([p, o], [4, r]) E R such that

(#'(7, 75) = 0c[,3[~) o @P, £([,,eJ,[,,ij) 0 N)

In the interests of trying to reduce notational clutter, we will simply write t(o, 4')

for t ([p, ]4, r]); it turns out that no additional confusion will be introduced by

omitting the permutations of X from the notation. Without loss of generality, we

may also assume that t(o, 4) = 1 if either [p, o] or [4, r] is an identity morphism.

Define for each P, Q < S the set-map

lrp,Q : L(P, Q) -+ X(P, Q) : (q, [po-]) F-* (cq,)o(,) = (cq o ,e o 5)

Ultimately we would like to patch the various maps 7r'Q together to make up the

functor 7r : L -+ X required in the definition of an X-centric linking action system.

To this end, we are now ready to define what we would like composition in L to be.

We will denote this composition by *.

* : L(Q, R) x L(P, Q) - L(P, R) : (r, [4, r]) x (q, [o, o]) - (r - (q) -t(p, 4), [4p, ro])

Let us check that this "composition" makes 7r

sends *-composition to honest composition in X.

(r, [4', r]) E C(Q, R). Then

functorial, in the sense that 7rC

Pick (q, [p, u]) E C(P, Q) and

7r [,]) 0 rpQ ((q, [p, o])) = (crF|>, er) o (cq5, 49) = (cr'/>cq;, erilq5)

while

rPIR((r, [4', T]) * (q, [(p, a])) = rPR ((r -4'(q) - t((p, ,), [4o, TC9)

- cr.j;(q)t( po) 0 , iq)tsb)0 TJ)

99



The definition of t(p, 4) then gives

Cr. (q)t(Vp) o @' = Cr.q 0 cy , o @ p = cr-) = Cr/Cq;P,

and the fact that ~ intertwines @ gives

£r-(q)-t(V,,O) 0 r-(q) 0 ftV?)0 ;FU fr.i(q)Fo fr 7FI:qa

Therefore 7r is functorial in the sense mentioned above.

The only problem now is that the composition * of C need not be associative. Let

us see what the obstruction to associativity is. Pick a sequence of morphisms in L:

P - > Q - , R -R

and compute

((r', [x, v]) * (r, [), T])) * (q, [p, o])

= (r' -5 (r) -t(V, x), [x4', VT]) * (q, [p, o])

- (r' -(r) -t(V, x) -x@(q) -t(W, xV)), [xV)W, vT])

and

(r', [x, v]) * ((r, [4, r]) * (q, [o, o-))

= (r', [x, v]) * (r - (q) -

= (r' -5() - (q) - j(t(p, 4)) -t(Op, x), [xO's, Vro-).

Since the second coordinates are equal, the obstruction to associativity lies in the

difference between the first coordinates. Canceling the r' - 5(r) from both, and then

100

t( P, 0), [p, @o-])



using the fact that 5 @4 = cite,x) o X@, we are reduced to comparing

= t(4', x) -x(q) -t(@, x) 1 t(X', x) -t(, xO)

= (q) - t(@, x) -t(p, X@)

We can then rearrange to ask the question

t(O, xo)-' -t(4@, x)-' -5(t(O, 0)) -t(O'p, x) E 1 E R'

To examine this question, we go back to our two ways of computing the *-

composition of three morphisms in L. The fact that 7r takes *-composition in C

to composition in .X implies that, as composition in X is associative,

= Cr'1 r- q- t(o,).tOox

and

= 0 VT-.

The second equation implies that

or equivalently that t(O, x)' 1 - t(4, X)-1 - 5(t(O, 0)) - t(4', X) E K, the core of X.

The first equation implies that

ct(Vx).t( 'xO) o XOP = c0(t(w,1)) t(Ow,x) I X W

or equivalently that k := t(p, x) -1 -t(0, X)~1 -5(t(p, 4)) -t(4', x) E Zs (xiO(P)).

We have already seen that k E K, so in fact u E Zs (XO (P); X) = z (xiO(P); X)

by the X-centricity of P.
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0 VTJ

t(@b, x) - x@(q) -t( p, XO)

5 @(q) -5 (t( o, 0)) - t(@p, X)

o X



Thus, as x4O E F(P, R') sends Z(P; X) isomorphically to Z (x (P); X), there

is a unique element u = u,t(p, 0, x) E Z(P; X) such that

XOyp(u) = t(, x)- 1 -t(40, x)- - x(t(P, 0)) - t(@, x).

If u(p, 4, x) = 0 for all morphisms, the *-composition on L is associative, so L is a

category, and we're happy. We have no reason to believe this should be true, but we

can view the failure of u to be identically zero as an obstruction to the existence of a

linking action system.

It is important to remember that the data that determine u are actually morphisms

of OQC, even if this is somewhat suppressed in the notation. We can view u as a

normalized 3-chain in C3(Qcx; Zx). We claim that u is a 3-cocycle. The proof from

[BLO2] works mutatis mutandis. Let

P [ '7 * Ir --R [XV -R' w-] - R"f

be a sequence of morphisms in OcX. The definition of the coboundary map gives

6u(, 4, x, w) = (7 (u(4, x, w)) -u(4W, x W)-1 -u(W, x0, w) -u(, 4, wx) -u(W, 4', x)

where each term is in Z(P; X). In particular we can reorder, so let us write this as

6u (cP, 4', X, wj) = 7 (U (4, X, W)) U (W, x0', w) U (W, 4', X) U (0'y9X,W) u(W, 4', wx).

Let <D := wx4'p for short; we will show that <D(u(o, 4, x, w)) = 1, from which the fact

that <D is an injective map of groups will give the result. Using all the above we get

< 1 ((u(0, x, w))) = wx 4 -(u(, X, w))

= c1 o ox 0x- 1 (u(, x, w))

= t(V, wX4)- t(@, x)- 1 -t(X, W)>

-wOt(@, x)) - t(XO, W) - t(V, OX@);
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4(u ( , xw))

(D (, @ ', X))

4)(u (@p , x, Lt)))- 1

4(u( O, 0, Lox))-'

= t( , wx@)-' -t(x, w)~1  (t(p, Xk)) -t(XO$y, w);

= V)wiP( (, X, x))

=c ExPOW)Jv(((, 0, X))

= t(xOO, w)- 1 - D(t( ,x@))- - D(t(, ))-

-D5(t(w, 0)) -D(t(#bw, x)) -t(x~w, w)

= t(xW, W)- -J (t (w, x@))~ - (t (0, X))~ -t(X, W)

-J-X-tp @ ' )) -t(x, W)-1 - 440(@p x)) -t(xOW, W);

= t(xOW, w)- 1 - x) -t(x, w) -t(@P, Ox);

= t(@P#,x)~1 . G~(t(p, @))1 - t(',wX) -t(p,wox@).

Writing these next to each other in this order, we find that they do in fact multiply

out to give the identity. Thus u,,t is a cocycle, as claimed.

We have made two choices in defining u,,t, namely o and t. Let us see what

happens if wef we make different choices: Let t' be another choice for t, so for each

pair of morphisms P 'd > Q ' R in Oc", we have

(@';3, N) = (ce(wy*) W, efI(w,,1 )T) = (ct(w,)?PW, £t(w,,,)T).

The last equality implies that t(o,@)- 1 - t'(p,') E C and t()p,@)- t'(o, ) E

Zs(#~p(P)) = Z(#~p(P)). Thus we can pick some c(o, /) E Z(P; X) so that

t'(,@)= tp, ) - ~c 0))

These c(o, @) piece together to form a 2-cochain c E C 2(Ocx; ZX).

Now, t' defines a 3-cochain u' just as t defined u; explicitly u'(p, 0, x) E Z(P; X)

is the unique element that satisfies

x$p(u'(P, b, X)) = t'(, x@)P - t'(@, x) 1 -(t'(p, )) -t'(O'p, x).

The claim is that u-1 - U' = 6c, which will show that the class [U] E lim3,X Zx
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does not depend on the choice of t. We have

6c(cp, 4, x) = -'c((, X) -c(4'W,x1 -c( , x) - c(O, )-1

and again, each of these terms lie in the center of P, so we can reorder them.

As xos : P --+ R is an injective map of groups, we just have to show that

xo'o(u-u') = xop(6c). We compute

= t'(p, x0)1  t'(@, x)-' - (t'( O, 0)) -t'(V4 , X)

= x4(c(Cp, x0))- t(, x)~ 1 -x4(c(,,x)) - (1 , X)

- 0tp )) -Ww (c(W, 0)) -t(OW, X) -X0W (c(W, X))

= x4'(c(p, x4')) 1 -t(p, x4')-' -t(p, x@') - x4'( y- (c(4', x)) 1

t (w, XW) - t(, x) - (t(w, 0)) - t(Ow, x) - xwcHw, 0))

-t(0W, x)-' - t(@0, X) -xo c(@o, X))

= v~ X (c(W, x0))" -W-1 (c(, X)) )-tp,@ ~-- (,)-

-V~t(W, 0)) -t(@P, X) -X-Ow (c( , @) -c(w, X))

where the third equality uses the relations x@' = ct(exo) o Xop o ;i- and o 0p =

ct(0b0,x) 0 x4O. If we bring all the terms in the image of x4' to the left side of the

equation, noting that all the c(-, -) commute with each other and with u'(W, 4, x),

we can rewrite the left side as xp(6c(W, 4, X) -U'( ,4, x)).
On the right hand side all that is left is what we have already calculated to be

X0(U (O, 0, X)), so we are done.

Finally, suppose that we made another choice -' of lifting of morphisms from Od

to X. Since, as sets, the new "category" L' and the original L have the same hom-sets,

-' just has the effect of chosing a new t, which we have just proved not to change the

class of u.

Summarizing: If [u] = 0, then there is a choice of t giving rise to some u' E [u]

which makes the composition in L associative. Then L is a category, and we claim that

it becomes an X-centric linking action system once we define the functor TlX -+ L.
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To do this, we first give a homomorphism

P -+ L(P) : p - (p, [idp, idx]).

This gives a right action of P on L(P, Q) = Q x Ocx(P, Q) by composition. For any

z E Z(P; X), we have

(q, [y, o]) -p = (q, [p, o]) * (p, [idp, idx]) = (q - 5(p), [p, o]),

using the fact that t(idp, o) = 1. In particular, because 5 is injective this shows that

the action of P on L(P, Q) is free.

Suppose now that (q, [o, o]) and (q', [sp', -']) are morphisms in L(P, Q) that have

the same image in X(P, Q) under ire. Then (cq o 5, eq 0 3) = (cq, 0 ', Eq, O F'). The

second coordinate of the equality implies that q-lq' E K, and the first implies that

q-lq' E Zs (;P) = (;P). Thus there is a unique p E Z(P; X) such that ;(p) = q-lq',

and we see that 7r : L(P, Q) -+ X(P, Q) is in fact the orbit map of the free right

Z(P; X)-action.

We have enough data to apply Remark 5.2.7 to prove Proposition 5.2.6 in our

situation. In particular, if for every pair of X-centric subgroups P < Q we let

iQ E L(P, Q) be the morphism (1, [tx, idx]), we see that Corollary 5.2.11 applies to

our situation: In L, restrictions of morphisms exist uniquely.

Any n E Ns(P, Q) is itself an element of Ns(S, S), so let n = (n, [ids, idx]) E

L(S) be the corresponding morphism. By the previous paragraph there is a unique

morphism resQ(n) E L(P, Q) defined to be the restriction of 'n. This allows us to

define the functor 6: TX --+ L to be:

P , ...... - P

n Ires (i)

The functor 7r = r : L -* X has already been defined in the construction of L. From
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here, the verification that (L, 6, 7r) has the structure of an X-centric linking action

system is straightforward.

On the other hand, suppose we have an associated X-centric linking system L'.

A choice of sections Mor(Ocx) + Mor(X) - Mor(LX) gives rise to a natural identi-

fication of LX(P, Q) with the corresponding L(P, Q). Axiom (C) for L' shows that

composition in LX is then the same as composition in L, and then the fact that com-

position of morphisms is associative in L-1 implies that [u] = 0.

Uniqueness: Suppose we have two X-centric linking action systems gL and gL
associated to X, with associated projection functors 7ri : X- X. Pick a section

(: Mor(OX) -+ Mor(X), and sections i :X -3 L' of ri. For i =1, 2, if we are given

a sequence of morphisms P > Q > R in OC', then by definition the

morphisms -F, T]) o Z((p, or]) and -r(j4[#, To]) are equal after projecting to back

to OCX, so by Proposition 5.2.18 there are unique elements ti, 4') C R (again using

only the first coordinate for ease of notation) such that

U([,Tr]) o O([,o]) = ti( ,4@) o, i([ p,ro]).

Axiom (B) implies that these ti each play the role of the cochain t that arises

in the construction of a linking action system, so as above there exists a unique

c(p, 4) E Z(P; X) such that

t 2( O, 4) = ti(y, 4) [@p](c(p, @)).

Here and for the remainder of this section, [@'p] denotes the group map that appears

in the first coordinate of (([@p, Ta]), and similarly for [o] and [4].

As both L and L' are categories with associative composition, the associated ni

and u2 are both trivial, and 6c = u2 1ui is a 2-cocycle. The claim is that the class

[c] measures the difference between L' and LX, so we need to check that a different

choice of (; gives rise to the same class.
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Pick a different 6 instead of our original ( : Mor(X) -- Mor(14). By construction

7rijig([<o, a]) = nri(' ([<, a]) E Mor(X),

so there is a unique w ((([ oa])) E Z(P; X) such that

(p, o) = ([,o]) (- W ([<p, o)).

Alternatively, we could go directly from OcX to L-, and then there is an associated

w E C' (OcX; Zx) satisfying for each [p, o-] EOC (PI Q),

N'([p, a]) = ( , a] )- W

Plugging this into the defining equation of t'

C(([$, r]) o C(([vp a]) = t'WO, 1) 0 U'([Op, Tr-])

we get ([ r]) o w ? )o 0([<p, o-])o w () = t ') o, Tr]) ow(O). Repeated

application of Axiom (C) turns this into

= 6R t(p,1|>) - [4|yp(w(4|><p o ig([|<,ro-]).

Now we can substitute t (p, ) o &()<, ra]) for the last two terms of the left hand

side and use the fact that each morphism in LE is categorically epi (Proposition

5.2.14) to conclude that

[@](W(@M) - [@] [<p] (W (<p)) - ti(<p,@ =0 t'(<,@ -0 [tp ( 0)).

Rearrange to get

tjp @ - t'(p0= cMO -[[[P](w(4M)) p](w P))) p] p))
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and finally using that ctjy o[] = [i'][] o, this becomes

ti~w W, t'i(w,'O) = [w wl M )-Wwp) -W(OW)') = [w WW )

In other words, c is changed by a coboundary when a different choice of lifting ('

is made. Thus the class [c] E lim2cx ZX that measures the difference between LX and

L is uniquely determined and well defined.

If [c] = 0, then ti = t2 for some choice of sections, and we get that LX is isomorphic

to L as categories over O', and conversely.

Finally, starting from L3, any 2-cocycle can be realized by reverse engineering the

above. Therefore limOcx Z3 acts freely transitively on the set of isomorphism classes

of X-centric linking systems associated X over 0 "X.

5.4 Linking action systems as transporter systems

Let i be a saturated fusion action system and L' an associated linking action system.

Proposition 5.2.6 can be thought of a "unique right lifting" lemma, and we saw

that it implied many useful properties for a linking action system L1. In particular,

we learned from it that all morphisms are categorically mono, that restriction is

a well-defined notion (given the existence of specified "inclusion morphisms"), and

ultimately that all morphisms are epi. This last result "should" have been derived

from a "unique left lifting" lemma, but instead we used the additional structure of

the inclusion morphisms to derive it. Indeed, there is no direct left lifting analogue

of Proposition 5.2.6; instead, we have to settle with the following, which turns out to

have its own uses:

Proposition 5.4.1. Let P Q R be a sequence of morphisms

in X. For any

7- E 7t;((w, a)) C L'(P, Q) and g j E 7r (('p, To-)) C L%(P, R)

there is a unique g C LX(P, Q) such that gh = gh. Moreover, there is a unique
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z E ((Z(P; X)) such that

(c9, E) = ( o cZ, o o ez).

Proof. The morphism [ is epi by Proposition 5.2.14, so there is at most one g such

that g[ = go.

Pick any g' lifting (, T). Thus g' o [ and go have the same image in .'(P, R), and

by axioms (A) and (C), there is a unique z E Z(P; X) such that

= g o o = ' o(z) o [.

Then g = g' o o(z) gives us the uniqueness statement.

Remark 5.4.2. The main difference between the left "lifting" of Proposition 5.4.1 and

the right lifting of Proposition 5.2.6 is that this more recent result cannot actually

lift the morphism (0, T) E .'(Q, R), but only some W(Z(P; X))-translate of it. The

difference between the two stems from the possibility that Q > o(P), in which case p

need not take central elements to central elements; as Q can be bigger, it is possible

that y(z) acts nontrivially on Q, even though z acts trivially on P.

Recall that an extension of g E LX(P, Q) is g E LX(P, Q) for P < P and Q Q
such that

P Q

P Q

P 9 Q

commutes in LX. We have already seen (thanks to the fact that all morphisms of LI

are both epi and mono) that extensions are unique if they exist, and we are now in

the position to say when exactly they do exist:

Proposition 5.4.3. Let g E Lx(P, Q) be an isomorphism and let P, Q S be such

that P < P, Q < Q, and g o 6p,p () o g-1 < 6Q,Q . Then there is a unique

extension j E L'(P, Q) of g.
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Proof. First suppose that Q is fully X-centralized. By the extension axiom for sat-

urated fusion actions, the morphism (c., f.) c X(P, Q) extends to some (o, Eg) E

3 (N(C,,,,), S). The condition on P implies that P < N(ce,,e) (project the condi-

tion down to X) and the condition on Q implies that W(p') E Q for all p' E P.

We can thus rename (p, f.) to be its restriction in X(P, Q). For the sequence

P > id')> Qin X, let ip E CX(P, P) lift the first map and i o g lift

the composite. Then Proposition 5.4.1 applies to give a unique extension j of g as

desired (though note that it need not be the case that j is a lift of (p, E.), only a lift

of a p(Z(P; X))-translate of it).

Now consider the general case, where Q need not be fully X-centralized. Let R

be fully normalized and F-conjugate to P and Q. For any 1 E LX(Q, R),

3 o Ns(Q) o 1 £X(R)

is an inclusion of a p-subgroup. As R is fully normalized, Proposition 5.2.16 states

that 6 R,R (Ns(R)) is Sylow in LX(R), so 1 can be chosen so that

13NS(Q)Io13I <f 5  
R

0 o QZ ) 0 -l < Ns )|

The subgroup R is fully X-centralized, so the first part of this proof implies that

there are morphisms 1 extending 1 to Ns(Q) and 13g extending og to P. Let a

be the restricted isomorphism of 1 with source Q, and similarly g the restricted

isomorphism of 13g with source P. The situation can be represented as:

Ns(Q) Ns(R) Ns(R)

Q 4 >R P 00 R
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The claim is that cj (P) c (Q). Axiom (C) implies that for p' E P and q' E Q,

.....- _d -_ -- 1
cgi(p') = 5g o p ' o o and cg (q') = o q' o (

Observing that every p' E P defines a morphism in LX(P), we can restrict this to get

JRR (cm (p)) = (6 o g) o J" ) o () o g)- 1 < ) 0 QQ () 0 ~ = 6R,R (c ()
where the inequality comes from the initial assumption on P and Q, and the claim

is proved.

Therefore the Divisibility Axiom of fusion action systems implies that there is

some (0, T) E X(P, Q) such that

c= (t, idx) o c- o (0, T) E X (P, Ns(R))

Now Proposition 5.2.6 implies that there is a unique j E X (, 0 ) such that g =

Restricting this to P we get fy o g = o res(I), and the fact that Iy is mono implies

that res( ) = g, as desired. L

Remark 5.4.4. Note that the condition on the overgroups can be restated as follows:

For every p' E P, there is some q' E Q such that g o p o g- = q. This condition is

morally the same as the definition of the extender N(,,) used to state the extension

axiom for saturated fusion actions. The key difference is that, when stated in terms

of the linking action system, the extension condition on the source is sharper, which

allows us to relax the assumption that the target of g be fully X-centralized. O

Recall the notion of an abstract transporter system associated to a fusion system

F, as introduced in [OV] and briefly described in Subsection 2.3.2.

Corollary 5.4.5. For a linking action system C' associated to X the composite L -

X -+ F, together with 6 : T' - LX, give L' the structure of a transporter system

associated to F.

Proof. The only difficult part of the proof is the extension condition, which Proposi-
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tion 5.4.3 shows to be true.

We can interpret this result as saying that a fusion action system X and an asso-

ciated linking system LX give rise to a transporter system on the underlying fusion

system F together with a map Mor(Lx) -+ Ex that takes composition to multiplica-

tion and inclusions to the identity. In [OV] it is shown that this map is equivalent to

the data of a group map 7ri (1ICI) -* Ex. We now set out to reverse this process:

Fix a (saturated) fusion system F on the p-group S and a transporter system

T associated to F. Assume that we are given a group map 0 : ri(IT|) --+ Ex,

or equivalently a map Mor(T) -+ Ex that sends composition to multiplication and

inclusions to the identity.

Definition 5.4.6. Let X0 be the category with Ob(X") = Ob(T) and morphisms

given by

XO(P, Q) = (p, ) E Inj(P, Q) x Ex 13g E T(P, Q) such that ( p, -) = (c9, (g))}.

This allows us to define an action of S on X as follows: the p-group S embeds

as a subgroup of T(S) via the structure map J : TsT -- + T. We denote by S the

image of S. 9 defines a T(S)-action on X, and thus an S-action by restriction.

Clearly X0 is a fusion action system, or at least generates one once we allow for

restrictions of morphisms to subgroups not in Ob(T). Let F be the underlying fusion

system.

We would for X0 to be saturated, but for now we must settle for a weaker condition.

Definition 5.4.7. For C a collection of subgroups of S closed under F 0 -conjugacy

and overgroups, and X a fusion action system on S, we say that X is Ob(C)-saturated

if the saturation axioms hold for all P E C.

We need a little terminology to prove object-saturation of F 0 :

Notation 5.4.8. In the above situation, recall that for all P E Ob(T) we define

E(P) = ker[T(P) -+ F0 (P)]. We also denote by K(P) the kernel of the action
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map : T(P) -> E(X). Finally, let C be the core of the S-action on X, so that

c = s n K(S).2 We can therefore define the notions of X-normalizers and X-

centralizers of objects of T in the obvious way.

Proposition 5.4.9. For each P E Ob(T),

" P is fully normalized in .F0 if and only if Ns(P) E Syly(T(P)).

* P is fully centralized in To if and only if Zs(P) G Syly,(E(P)).

* P is fully X-normalized in F0 if and only if Ns(P; X) E Syl(K(P)).

* P is fully X-centralized in F0 if and only if Zs(P; X) E Syly,(E(P) n K(P)).

Proof. The first two points are proved in [OV], Proposition 3.4. The proofs of the

remaining two points follow basically the same argument as the second.

Proof of third point: For P E Ob(T), let Q be F0 -conjugate to P and fully

normalized, so by the first point Ns(Q) E Sylp(T(Q)). Therefore

Ns(Q; X) = Ns(Q) n K(Q) E Syly T(Q).

Now, F0 is Ob(T)-saturated by [OV], so the proof of Proposition 4.2.12 applies

here to give us that P is also fully X-normalized. Since K(Q) - K(P), we have

Ns(P; X) E Sylp,(K(P)) if and only if INs(P; X) = |Ns(Q; X)|, or equivalently, if

and only if P is fully X-normalized.

The proof of the fourth point is the same as that of the third, replacing every

instance of K(-) with E(-) n K(-). I

The notation in the following Corollary is a direct analogy with that introduced

to describe fusion action systems.

2 For this section we change the name of the core so as to free up the letter K.
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Corollary 5.4.10. For all P E Ob(T)

" If P is fully normalized then

- .E(P) E Syl,(1 0(P))

- .Fj(P) E Syl,(7F0(P))

- E(P) E Syl,(Eo(P))

" If P is fully X-normalized, then JFt(P)0 E Sylp(F 8 (P)0 ).

eIf P is fully centralized, then ES(P)0 C Syl,(Zo(P)0).

Proof. Each of these follows from the observation that the image of a Sylow is Sylow

in the quotient. E

Proposition 5.4.11. Let Q E Ob(T) be fully X-centralized and (Qp, -) E Isoxo(P, Q).
Then there is some (;i, o) E X0 (N,,,,), S) that extends ( p, -).

Proof. We first claim that Ns(Q) E Syl , (Ns( Q)

INs[Ns(Q): Ns(Q) - E(Q) n K(Q)] =
N Tf~

The fact that Ns(Q)

-E(Q) n K(Q)):

() -|E(Q) n K(Q)|I

n E(Q) n K(Q) = Zs(Q; X) and the final point of Proposi-

tion 5.4.9 gives the claim.

Now, pick g E T(P, Q) such that (cg, 0(g)) = (p, a-). By definition of N(,,,),

g o N a)|s o g- Q N )| - E(Q) n K(Q)

and so by the Sylow result just proved, there is some 0 E E(Q) n K(Q) such that

(WO oN )| op (Wg-1 - N I|
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Then !g C ISOT(P, Q), N(v,,) C> P, and Ns(Q)t>Q, so the conditions for the Extension

Axiom (II) of abstract transporter systems are satisfied. Therefore there is some

jg E T(N(,,o), Ns(Q)) that extends [g. This implies that (c4,, 6(fg)) E X0 (N(,,,), S)

extends (c., 6(g)) = (<p, o) in 3 0 , and the result is proved. E

Corollary 5.4.12. The fusion action system X0 is Ob(T)-saturated.

Proof. All the axioms have been verified in Propositions 5.4.9 and 5.4.11. O

We have seen that a transporter system T together with a map 0 : ir1(T) -+ EX

determine a saturated fusion action system, at least so far as the objects of T are

aware. We are given natural functors TOb(T) C T > X0 , and we can ask how

close this is to being the data of an X-centric linking action system associated to X0.

The following result states that, so long as all the X-centric subgroups are ac-

counted for, T fails to be a linking action system "in a p'-way," and moreover that it

contains enough data to construct a linking action system L:

Proposition 5.4.13. Suppose that in the above situation Ob(T) contains all X-

centric subgroups of S, and let TX denote the fully subcategory with these as the

objects. Then for any X-centric P < S, there is a unique p'-group EK'(P) such that

E(P) n K(P) = Z(P; X) x EK'(P). Furthermore, EK'(P) is the subgroup of all

p'-elements of E(P) n K(P).

Consequently, if L' is the category whose objects are the X-centric subgroups of

S and whose morphisms are given by

L(P, Q) = T(P, Q)/EK'(P),

then LO is an X-centric linking action system associated to X0 .

Proof. Axiom (C) of transporter systems implies that E(P) commutes with P, so in

particular E(P) n K(P) does as well. Therefore the fact that P is X-centric implies

that

Sn E(P) n K(P) = Zs(P; X) = Z(P; X) < E(P) n K(P),
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and the fact that P is fully X-centralized implies that Z(P; X) is a normal abelian

Sylow subgroup of E(P) n K(P). The Schur-Zassenhaus theorem then implies the

existence and uniqueness of EK'(P), from which it easily follows that L is an X-

centric linking action system associated to 3 0 . [-1

5.5 Stabilizers of p-local finite group actions

For H < G finite groups, it is a basic result that

BH ~ EG xH * -EG xG G|H.

In this section we prove that the analogous statement for linking actions systems

is true. Let X be a saturated fusion action system, and let LX be an associated linking

action system. We return to the notation that K is the core of the S action on X.

The first step is to understand the most important property of the G-set G/H-

that it is transitive-in the context of fusion actions:

Definition 5.5.1. The fusion action system X is transitive if 6 = X(1) acts transi-

tively on X. The linking action system LX is transitive if the underlying fusion action

system is.

Lemma 5.5.2. If the fusion action system X is saturated, 7rr (X(1)) = 7rE (X(K)).

Proof. The non-obvious inclusion is 7r, (X(1)) c 7rE (X(K)), which follows from the

extension axiom for fusion action systems and from the easy calculation that K <

N(id1 ,.) for any (idi, a) E X(1). I

Remark 5.5.3. We could therefore have defined transitivity of fusion actions in terms

of the group 7rE (X(K)) Ex. If we want to concentrate on linking action systems,

this alternate characterization has the advantage that K is always X-centric, and

therefore we can define transitivity of a linking action system in terms of subgroups

of S that are witnessed by L.
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We wish to introduce the notion of the "stabilizer" of a point x E X from the

point of view of fusion and linking actions. Recall that Sx = Stabs(x) denotes the

maximal subgroup of S that fixes x.

Definition 5.5.4. Given the fusion action system X and x E X, the stablizer fusion

action system of x, denoted Xx = Stabx(x), is the fusion action system on Sx acting

on X with morphisms Ix(P, Q) = {(p, ) E X(P, Q)|o-(x) = x}.

We denote by .F the stabilizer fusion system of x, which is the underlying fusion

system of X2.

Similarly, given a linking action system LV associated to X, the stabilizer link-

ing action system of x, 13C = Stabrx (x), is the category whose objects are those

X-centric subgroups that are contained in Sx and whose morphisms are given by

I2"(P, Q) = {g E EC(P, Q)jef(x) = x}.

Remark 5.5.5. We can think of Xx and LX as the preimages under the natural maps

Mor(X) -+ Ex and Mor(LX) -+ Ex, respectively, of the subgroup Ex_{x.

Even if the fusion action system is transitive, not all points of X are equal in the

eyes of X or LX: In the presence of an ambient group G, points whose stabilizers

in S are Sylow in the Gx are in some sense privileged in our world. We codify this

situation with the following:

Definition 5.5.6. x E X is fully stabilized if |S| > | Sx| for all x' E X.

Lemma 5.5.7.

(a) The point x E X is fully stabilized if and only if 1rE (Sx) E Syl, (X(1)X).

(b) The point x E X is fully stabilized if and only if |K E Sylp (L4(K)).

Proof.

(a) For any P < S, denote by P the image of P in X(1). As K < Sy for all y E X

and 13y1 = |SyI/IKI, it follows immediately that x if fully stabilized if and only

if |Sx is maximal among the orders of the Sy. Moreover, the Sylow axioms for
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saturation imply that S E Syl, (X(1)), and clearly Sy = S n (X(1)y), so we find

ourselves in the following situation:

Let G be a finite group that acts transitively on the finite set X. For S E Syl,(G)

and x E X, we have ISxI > ISyI for all y E X if and only if Sx E Syl,(Gx). This

result is easy to see, but we include the proof for the sake of completeness.

If x E X is such that the order of S, is maximal, let T be a Sylow subgroup of

Gx that contains Sx. As T is a p-subgroup of G and S E Syl,(G), there is some

g E G such that 9T < S. We have 9Gx = G9 .X, so 9T < Sg... The assumption

on the maximal order of the stabilizer of x then implies that 19T I < |S2, from

which the assumption that Sx T implies that Sx = T E Syl,(Gx).

Conversely, if Sx E Syl,(G2), for any y E X, pick g E G such that g - y = x.

Then the fact that 9G = G implies that 93, is a p-subgroup of G, and hence

subconjugate to Sx by the Sylow assumption. Thus jSy I < ISx l, as desired.

(b) The group L(K) naturally acts on X by the composition

L-X(K) "'" > I(K) " 3 EX.

Axiom (B) of linking action systems implies that

--IZ = ( LZ)a

and it follows easily from the definitions that

= ) n (EX(K)).

The core K is strongly closed in F, so in particular it is fully normalized and

Ns(K) = S. Proposition 5.4.9 then implies that that S K E Syl, (L(K)).

Thus we have again reduced the problem to the case of actual finite groups, as

in the proof of part (a), and the result follows. Li
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Corollary 5.5.8. Let X be a transitive saturated fusion action system and x a fully

stabilized point of X. Then for every y G X, the stabilizer Sy is -F-subconjugate to Sx.

In particular, the stabilizers of distinct fully stabilized points of X are isomorphic.

Proof. First note that if (p, o) is a morphism of X such that o-(y) = x and s E Sy,

then p(s) lies in Sx when defined. This is simply a restatement of the fact that (P, o)

is an intertwined pair: p(s) - x = ,p(s) - oa(y) = c-(s - y) = -(y) = x.

Thus the result will follow from the extension axiom if we can find some o- E X(1)

such that -(y) = x and S, N(,,). As X is assumed to be transitive, there exists

a a- E X(1) such that o(y) = x. Then the group H := {o o fo o--Ils E Sy is a

p-subgroup of X(1)x. By Proposition 5.5.7 (a), S~ E Syl, (X(1)x), so without loss

of generality we may assume that we have chosen a such that that H < X(1)x and

-(y) = x. But then Sy 5 N(,,), as desired. 0

With this interpretation of the stabilizer fusion, action, and linking systems, we

find ourselves in the situation examined in [OV], and we recall the following result:

Proposition 5.5.9. Let T be an abstract transporter system associated to the fu-

sion system F on the p-group S. Fix a finite group F and a group homomorphism

: ir(ITI) -+ F, or equivalently, a map Mor(T) -+ F that takes composition to mul-

tiplication and inclusions to the identity. For any subgroup H < F let SH S be the

maximal subgroup whose elements (viewed as morphisms of T) are sent to H, and

assume that that S1 E Ob(T).

Let TH C T be the subcategory whose objects are those of T that are contained in

H and whose morphisms are given by TH(PQ) = {g E T(P, Q)|J(g) E H}.

Let FH C F be the fusion system on SH generated by 7W(TH), and let

Ob(TH) SH H,H > T 7H
S H TS) H > J

be the restrictions of the structure maps for the transporter system T. Then:

(a) 41(Mor(T)) = @(T(Si)).

(b) TH is a transporter system associated to FH if and only if 6Ssi1 (SH) E Sylp(TH (Si))
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(c) If the condition of Item (b) is satisfied and all fully centralized P < S have the

property that Zs1 (P) < P implies P E Ob(T) then FH is a saturated fusion

system.

(d) If for all P E Ob(T) we have P n S1 E Ob(T), then ITHI has the homotopy type

of the covering space of |TI with fundamental group <I-'(H).

Proof. [OV, Proposition 4.1]. E

Proposition 5.5.10. If x E X is fully stabilized, the stabilizer fusion system Fx C F

is saturated and L is a transporter system associated to it.

Proof. From the natural map Mor(LX) -+ EX and H = Ex !!} Ex, in the notation

of Proposition 5.5.9 we have K = Si, Sx = SH, L' = TH, and F2 = FH. That EX is

a transporter system associated to F is then simply an application of Lemma 5.5.7

(b) to Proposition 5.5.9 (b).

To see that Fx is saturated, we appeal to Item (c) of Proposition 5.5.9 and show

that if P < S is fully centralized and ZK(P) < P then P is X-centric, i.e., that

ZK(Q) = Zs(Q; X) = Z(Q; X) for all Q F-conjugate to P. If o E Isoy(P, Q), then

W(Z(P;X)) = Z(Q;X) Zs(Q;X). Because P is fully centralized, it is also fully

X-centralized, so the assumption that Z(P; X) = Zs(P; X) and comparison of orders

implies that Z(Q; X) = Zs(Q; X). Thus the conditions of Item (c) are satisfied and

Fx is saturated. 0

We now find ourselves in the following situation: Let Li be a linking action system

associated to the transitive saturated fusion action system X, and x a fully stabilized

point of X. We would like to understand the topological information of the stabilizer

linking action system Lx as it relates to that of L', and indeed Proposition 5.5.9

gives us some relevant information in terms of subgroups of iri(|LII). We can also

calculate the homotopy type of IL'I directly, as follows:

Let t : LX -+ LX be the inclusion functor, and let F : L' -+ TOP be the left

homotopy Kan extension of the trivial functor * : L - TOP over t. We already

have the functor X : L' -+ TOP defined as part of the data of LX, and we would

like to relate these.
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Proposition 5.5.11. F is equivalent to X as functors L' -> TOP.

Proof. Thomason's theorem [Tho] tells us that we have a homotopy equivalence

F(P) ~ hocolim =(t I P)
(LIP)

for all P E Ob(fCx). We first prove that every component of |(t t P)| is contractible

and that the components can be put in natural correspondence with the points of X.

The equivalence of F with X is not natural: For every y E X, Corollary 5.5.8

implies that LC(Sj, Sx) is nonempty as x is fully stabilized. Let gy E L(Sy, S2)

be a choice of a morphism in this hom-set for each y, and assume g, = ids. Also

let bq = (gy)iso be the restricted isomorphism of gy (cf. Corollary 5.2.13), gp the

restriction of gy to Py Sy, and T = (gp). the restricted isomorphism of g.

For any (Q, a) E (t I P), so that Q E Ob(LC) and a E Lx(Q, P), we have

f,,(x)= y for some y E X. Since the pair (c., ea) is intertwined and Q Sx, we have

ca(Q) Py, Sy. Thus we have the following commutative diagram in L, where all

morphisms labeled i are the obvious inclusions:

Q > ca(Q)

co (P) < P P
9Y

co (Sy) < Sy

SB

The top composition is a by definition. By the choices made above, we have f. o

fa(x) = x, and therefore there is a factorization

a = (i -) g i " aiso.

EC'(co, (PY),P) Ex1(Q,cgy(Py))
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This is the unique (as all morphisms of C' are categorically mono and epi) factoriza-

tion of a : Q -+ P as a composite Q - cy(Py) --+ P, so what we have really proved

is the following:

For any object (Q, a) e (t I P) such that £0 (x) = y, there is a unique morphism

from (Q, a) to g in (t I P), namely g o ic"Qo ais. In other

words, we have found a terminal object in the component containing (Q, a) that

depends only on our choice of the gy and where a sends x. This shows that F(P) is

homotopically discrete, and as we have assumed that L' is transitive, the components

are naturally identified with the points of X.

All we have to do is see how F acts on morphisms, compared to the functor X.

Recall that X sends the morphism I E C'(P, P') to the map of spaces e4. On the

other hand, F() is induced by the functor (t I P) -+ (t I P') that sends (Q, a) to

(Q, o a). If (Q, a) is in the component we have identified with y we have E(x) = y,

and then (Q, o a) is in the component corresponding to f oa oE(x) = fe(y). This is

just to say that F() permutes the space homotopy equivalent X by the permutation

fb, so the result is proved. L

Corollary 5.5.12. In the above situation,

hocolimX ~ |Il .
rCx

Remark 5.5.13. The final piece of interpretation comes from thinking of the left hand

side as the p-local finite group action theoretic version of EG xG G/H, and the right

hand side as EH XH *.
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Appendix A

Weltanschauung: Fusion systems

of groupoids

This Appendix is a bit of an outlier, in that it does not relate directly to the content

of the rest of the thesis. Instead, this could be seen as an introductory chapter to the

same body of work, but presented with a very different perspective-one that was

secretly lurking in the back of my mind for much of the time when the work detailed

here was done. Though I have not chosen to use the perspective of this section to

describe fusion action systems here, I am hopeful that this point of view may be

enlightening in the future.

The material introduced here is largely informal, and will not be needed through-

out the rest of this document. Much of my motivation comes from [Hig].

A.1 Groupoids

Recall that a groupoid is a category G all of whose morphisms are invertible. In the

special case that g has a single object *, the composition law of the category gives

Homg(*, *) the structure of a group: Groupoids can be thought of as "groups with

many objects."

If the groupoid G is connected-for any two objects X, x' E Ob(G) we have

Homg (x, x') is nonempty-G is equivalent as a category to the vertex group Gx =
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Autg(x) for all x E Ob(g). 1

A finite groupoid is a groupoid g with only finitely many objects and morphisms.

For our purposes, we may as well assume that all of the groupoids we encounter here

are finite.

The classifying space of the groupoid g is the geometric realization B9 := 1gl.

If x1,... , x are representative objects of the connected components of g, we have

B9 ~l U Bgx, is a disjoint union of classifying spaces of discrete groups.

A groupoid is unicursal if every two objects have at most one morphism between

them, and simplicial if they have exactly one. Thus the classifying space of a unicursal

category is homotopically discrete, and that of a simplicial one is contractible.

A.2 Conjugation in groupoids

Let G be a finite group. Every element g E G defines an inner automorphism of G,

c, : g' -* gg'g- 1. Viewing G as a groupoid with a single object, we might hope to

generalize and describe conjugation in arbitrary groupoids.

To this end, let us define an arrow field of the groupoid g to be a collection of

morphisms F = {yx'}xob(g) with -yx' E Homg(x, x'). Note that for every object x of

g there is a unique morphism 7,' with x as its source, but we do not require that the

same be true for targets.

The arrow field F determines an endofunctor of g which we shall denote cr. For

any object x E Ob(g), let -yx' E F be the unique morphism with x as its source. cr

sends x to x'. For a morphism 6 E g(x, y), cr( 6 ) is the morphism -yg' o 6o (-y')> E

Homg (x', y').

If F and A are arrow fields of g, we define the composite F o A to be the arrow

field whose morphism with source x is yx," o 6o'. The identity for this composition is

the arrow field with -yx = ido, so the set of arrow fields naturally has the structure of

a monoid, which will be denoted Inn+(g).

'One could take this basic fact to mean that the study of connected groupoids is "the same"
as that of discrete groups. We take the more rigid view that it is isomorphism, not equivalence, of
groupoids that is the relevant notion of sameness.
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The arrow field F is invertible if the assignment F -+ Ob(9) that sends a morphism

to its target is bijective. If F is invertible, its inverse is the arrow field F- 1 whose

morphism with source x is (yx,)' for the unique y E IF with target x. Clearly

F o F-1 = F o F is the identity element of Inn+(9), so the set of invertible arrow

fields forms the group of inner automorphisms of g, denoted Inn(g).

It should be noted that Inn(9) is not invariant under equivalence of groupoids,

only under groupoid isomorphism. In particular, if g is connected but has more than

a single object, it is easy to see that Inn(G) is a priori much bigger than Inn(gx) for

any x E Ob(g). Though the groups Inn(g) and Inn(g2) are related, we take this

evidence in support of our decision to focus on groupoid isomorphisms.

One could at this point start doing finite group theory for finite groupoids and

seeing how much would carry over. There are notions of normal subgroupoid, quotient

groupoid, etc., defined in [Hig], and one could formulate variations of the Sylow

theorems in a few different ways.

One could even ask the question: "What do we mean by fusion in a finite

groupoid?" Though this may be an interesting research direction to pursue at some

point, for now we shall restrict our attention to a very particular class of groupoids.

A.3 Translation groupoids

Let G be a finite group and X a finite G-set. The translation groupoid of G acting on

X is the category BGX whose objects are the elements of X and whose morphisms

are defined by HomBGX(x, x') = -~' g x = x'}. We shall often simply write for

.g', when the source and target are either understood or not greatly relevant.

The important property that makes the study of translation groupoids somewhat

more tractable than the general case is in some sense little more than a naming

convention: From every object X of BGX and every element g E G, there is precisely

one morphism p[ with x as a source, and similarly precisely one morphism Pxa#

with x as a target.

In particular, every element g C G determines an arrow field F(g), and thus an
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inner automorphism c9 of BGX. Explicitly, the functor cg is defined by

Y I I gg'g-y

' -x I >-gg'g-1 - x

We draw attention to the fact that the functor cg is completely determined by two

pieces of data, each of which takes place in a simpler context than that of an isomor-

phism of groupoids. The first is the permutation of X given by left multiplication by

g, which determines the action of cg on objects. The second is the automorphism of

G given by conjugation by g, which in turn determines the action of cg on morphisms.

Let us examine another situation in which this takes place. Suppose that X is a

G-set, and we give ourselves H, K < G. Restriction of the action makes X into both

an H- and a K-set, so we may talk about the groupoids BHX and BKX. Suppose

further that H is subconjugate to K via g E G, so that 9H < K. Then cg, defined as

above, actually restricts to a morphism of groupoids cg : BHX -- + BKX. We still have

that the complicated morphism of groupoids cg can be described simply in terms of a

permutation of X and a group map H -+ K, even though it is possible that neither

of these can be described in a manner "internal" to H or K if g lives in neither.

To take the example further, now suppose that we have the G-set X and the H-set

Y, together with an equivariant map of the pair (G, X) -> (H, Y). By this I mean

that we have a group map a : G -+ H and a set map f X -+ Y that satisfy the

intertwining condition

f(g - x) = a(g) - f(x)

Then (a, f) determines a map of groupoids BGX --+ BHY, and obviously does so in

a way dictated simply in terms of a set map and a group map together.

Let us call any map of translation groupoids that can be described by such a

pair of maps of objects and group an ambient map of translation groupoids. As will

hopefully become clear throughout the course of this document, ambient maps of

translation groupoids are precisely the heuristic context in which we shall introduce
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the notion of fusion action system:

" The functors of the form c9 : BX - BGX represent the whole group of inner

automorphisms, analogous to the entire inner automorphism group of a finite

group. There is too much p'-information here for our purposes, so we must

restrict our attention.

" If S is Sylow in G and P, Q S, ambient group maps of the form c, : BpX -+

BQX with 9P < Q give rise to the morphism of an ordinary fusion action

system-one induced by an actual ambient finite group.

" For S an arbitrary p-group and X a finite S-set, we may form a category whose

morphisms are certain ambient maps of translation groupoids BpX --+ BQX

for all P, Q < S. Once we identify the appropriate conditions to place on the

resulting category, we come to our notion of abstract fusion action system.

The takeaway from this entire discussion is that the theory of fusion action sys-

tems, which encompasses the classical story of abstract fusion systems, can be realized

in terms of some restricted notion of "fusion system of groupoids." Perhaps this more

general subject will prove to be of interest in the future, perhaps not. For now, let

us be content with the fusion theory of finite translation groupoids, also known as

fusion action systems.
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Appendix B

Index of notation

p
G, H,...
Syl,(G)
S, T,...
P,Q, R,...
BG1SG
C(a, b), C(a)
cg : G -+ G
gH
NG (P Q), ...
TG:= Ts(G)
Ts
NG(P), ZG(P),..
AutG(P)
HomG(P, Q)
F9G : = -FS(G)
Fs:= Fs(S)
-F, T6, etc.
Lc := L(G)
[g], .-

(-)^

9(F)
Rep(G, H)
GG : G(FG)
F

N,
T

a prime
finite groups

set of Sylow subgroups of G
finite p-groups, thought of as Sylows

p-groups, usually subgroups of S
classifying and simplicial categories of G

the Hom-sets Homc(a, b), Homc (a, a)
conjugation map g' i-4 gg'g-

cg(H), the conjugate of H ; G by g
transporter in G from P to Q

transporter system on S relative to G
minimal transporter system on S

normalizer and centralizer of P in G, etc.
automorphisms of P induced by conjugation from G

group maps from P to Q induced by G
fusion system on S relative to G

minimal fusion system on S
full subcategories whose objects are the p-centric subgroups

centric linking system on S relative to G
class of element g E G, viewed as morphism in L'C(G)

Bousfield-Kan p-completion functor
homotopy equivalence up to p-completion

Grothendieck construction of the functor F : C -+ CAT, SET,...
H\ Hom(G, H), the representations of G in H

the p-orbit category of G
abstract fusion system

F-conjugacy
extender of (p E Mor(F)

abstract transporter system
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97 , ... morphisms in abstract linking or transporter systems
6: Ts -- T, 7r: T structure maps of the transporter system

P the group element p viewd as a morphism in T
/2 abstract centric linking system
X,Y,... finite sets

EX symmetric group on X
GX, sX,... X as a -, -, etc.-set
HO X with H-action twisted viaX

XG-fixed points of X
G, S, etc. images of G, Sin Ex, etc.
KK core of 5, C action on X
[P] isomorphism class of S-set S/P
Gstabilizers of x in G, 5, etc.
XG := Xs(G) fusion action system on S relative to the C-set X

eg permutation of X given by translation by g
XCS minimal fusion action system for S-set X

7rT natural functor Xc TG

7rT natural functor XG - ZT
7rr, projection onto the second coordinate XG(P, Q) EX

EG(P)( (P))
AutG(P; X), etc. XG(P), the fusion action automorphisms of P, etc.
NG(H; K), etc. NG(H) fK = Nk(H), the X-normalizer of H in C, etc.
ZG(H; K), etc. ZG(H) n K = Zk(H), the X-normalizer of H in C, etc.

TG()Oker [7w : XCG(P) 3*YCP)
EG~~p~~o ker [7ryF: XG (P) --+YG (P)]

Xs abstract fusion action system
6 the finite group X(1) s y x

the grouethe extender of (o, ) in T
.FX fusion system on S underlying .Fx

Ca:b srCa core fusion system of X
I3GXi BSX,... translation categories of the G- or S-set X

6X7 xcIs... full subcategories with the X-centric subgroups of S
abstract linking action system associated to X

X the functor whose homotopy colimit gives the classifying space of XC
Ox the orbit category of c

cthe linking action obstruction functor
X0O the fusion action system arising from the functor 9 : T --+E

stabilizer fusion action system of x e X
sstabilizer linking action system of x X

XX stabilizer fusion action system of x

m f stabilizer fusion system of x
12CX X-centric linking system associated to XG

eabstract X-centric linking system associated to X
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